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Order now at www.landscapes-direct.com or call 0800 731 6534

Professional Quality Products

Trade Friendly Prices
Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		

Introduction
Landscapes Direct is a very wellestablished, trade focussed supplier
to the landscape and horticulture
industries. Our friendly team have over
20 years of real hands on, on the tools
experience in growing, maintaining,
installing and supplying projects small
and large. We know that being helpful,
easy to deal with, having good product
knowledge, communicating well and
delivery top quality products fast is not
only wanted but needed in the landscape
industry. We work with and support
designers and contractors, locally and
nationally to make a difference to their
supply chain and project management.
Client satisfaction and profitability
are the ultimate goals in any project –
we’re here to help you achieve exactly
that. Reputation means a lot and
recommendation is powerful. When
we work together the results can be
amazing!
Confidence breeds success. Reliability is
often an under rated feature but when
it’s missing stress levels really shoot up!
You need to be confident in your supply
chain to run your business efficiently. We
want you to succeed and know how to
perform consistently well, whatever the
weather!
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Order now at www.landscapes-direct.com
or call 0800 731 6534		
Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		

Delivery
Information

Triton Composite Decking and Sub Frame – Free
delivery on orders of £699.00 (exc. VAT). For
orders below £699.99 (exc. VAT) there is a £49.99
delivery charge. Allow up to 5 working days for

Orders placed by midday are usually despatched
the same day for next working day delivery to UK
mainland addresses. This applies only to products
within our £149.99 (exc. VAT) order value for free
delivery. For orders below £149.99 (exc. VAT) there
is a £14.99 delivery charge. Our composite decking,
sub frame, pedestals and artificial grass ranges
have different order values for free delivery and
longer lead times, as shown below.
Millboard Decking Collection, Plas-Pro, DuoLift and
DuoSpan – Free delivery on orders of £1199.99 (exc.
VAT). For orders below £1199.99 (exc. VAT) there is a
£99.99 delivery charge. Allow up to 5 working days
for delivery. Please contact us if you need delivery
urgently or to a non UK mainland address.
MaxDeck Capped & Composite Decking, Sub Frame
and Pedestals – Free delivery on orders of £999.99
(exc. VAT). For orders below £999.99 (exc. VAT)
there is a £79.99 delivery charge. Allow up to 5
working days for delivery. Please contact us if you
need delivery urgently or to a non UK mainland
address.
MaxGrass Artificial Grass & Accessories – Free
delivery on orders of £699.00 (exc. VAT). For orders
below £699.99 (exc. VAT) there is a £49.99 delivery
charge. Allow up to 5 working days for delivery.
Please contact us if you need delivery urgently or to
a non UK mainland address.

delivery. Please contact us if you need delivery
urgently or to a non UK mainland address.
We have some faster delivery options that incur
extra cost as follows (these charges only apply
to products within our £149.99 (exc. VAT) order
value for free delivery);
Next working day before 10am – £24.99
Next working day before noon – £19.99
Saturday am delivery – £29.99
It is important that we are advised of any access
restrictions or any special delivery instructions
at the time order. We reserve the right to refuse
to make a delivery and/or make a charge for a
failed delivery if we have not been informed of
any access restrictions or special instructions
required for delivery.
On receipt of your delivery please check
thoroughly for any damage and contact us
immediately if there is any problem. Signing for
goods as ‘unchecked’ is not sufficient to raise a
complaint or claim with the carrier. We must be
notified of any damaged/missing goods or nondelivery of an order within 3 working days of the
delivery or expected delivery date.
Prices correct at time of publication. Prices
are subject to change, please refer to our
website for the most up to date info.

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Extrafix Metal Peg
A 200mm long metal peg providing extra length for a deeper fixing. Ideal for securing weed
control and geotextile fabrics to slopes.

EXMP100 - 100 pack

£19.59 / £23.51 inc VAT

Extrafix Metal Staple
This 150mm long by 100mm wide metal staple is suitable for a heavier duty fixing. These metal
staples can easily be hammered into most soil substrates.

EXMS100 - 100 pack

£26.62 / £31.94 inc VAT

Extrafix Plastic Peg
The Extrafix plastic peg provides a simple and convenient way to secure all types of weed control
and geotextile fabrics. These plastic fixing pegs are 160mm long with barbed edges and a square
head, providing a large contact area, greater grip and improved anchorage.
EXPP010 - 10 pack

£2.48 / £2.98 inc VAT

EXPP100 - 100 pack

£12.80 / £15.36 inc VAT

EXPP110 - 1000 pack

£66.95 / £82.81 inc VAT

Groundtex Woven Geo Fabric
Groundtex woven geotextile is a multi-purpose woven geotextile fabric that can be used for weed
suppression and ground stabilisation in both soft and hard landscaping schemes. Groundtex is
a tough woven geo fabric which successfully meets the requirements for use above ground as a
heavy duty weed barrier. Due to its excellent strength and tear resistance, Groundtex can also be
used below ground as a stabilising and separating geotextile in groundwork and civil engineering
applications.
GT1015 - 1m x 15m

£15.93 / £19.12 inc VAT

GT2010 - 2m x 10m

£21.28 / £25.54 inc VAT

GT1050 - 1m x 50m

£31.86 / £38.23 inc VAT

GT2025 - 2m x 25m

£33.45 / £40.14 inc VAT

GT4511 - 4.5m x 11m

£34.14 / £40.97 inc VAT

GT1550 - 1.5m x 50m

£45.45 / £54.54 inc VAT

GT2050 - 2m x 50m

£52.59 / £63.11 inc VAT

GT1100 - 1m x 100m

£52.59 / £63.11 inc VAT

GT3350 - 3.3m x 50m

£82.17 / £98.60 inc VAT

GT2100 - 2m x 100m

£98.83 / £118.60 inc VAT

GT4250 - 4.2m x 50m

£104.54 / £125.45 inc VAT

GT5050 - 5m x 50m

£124.44 / £149.33 inc VAT

GT4510 - 4.5m x 100m

£173.16 / £207.79 inc VAT

Earthworx NW1000 Heavy Duty Geotextile
Earthworx NW1000 geotextile is an extra heavy duty non-woven geotextile fabric for more
demanding projects. Earthworx NW1000 is manufactured from 100% polypropylene fibres giving
excellent durability and mechanical resistance.
EW4510 - 4.5m x 100m

£244.83 / £293.80 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Drivetex Driveway Membrane
Drivetex is a heavy duty driveway membrane. This non-woven geotextile fabric for driveways and
roads provides the best performance in ground stabilisation, filtration and drainage. Drivetex
is a professional driveway fabric, to be used beneath MOT Type 1 or 3 aggregate or hardcore in
sub-base layers. This prevents sinking and rutting caused by settlement of aggregates into the
soil beneath (sub-grade) – a process known as ‘pumping’.
DV1010 - 1m x 10m

£17.10 / £20.52 inc VAT

DV2225 - 2.25m x 25m

£45.20 / £54.24 inc VAT

DV2250 - 2.25m x 50m

£82.84 / £99.41 inc VAT

DV4511 - 4.5m x 11.1m

£50.24 / £60.29 inc VAT

DV4550 - 4.5m x 50m

£172.56 / £207.07 inc VAT

Draintex Geotextile Fabric
Draintex is a standard duty, non-woven drainage geotextile fabric with excellent drainage and
filtration properties. This drainage geotextile fabric has a stable but open structure making
it ideal for lining trenches when constructing land (French) drains. Draintex acts as a filter
membrane, separating the aggregate from the soil, thus preventing the aggregate from mixing
with the soil and reducing the efficiency and capacity of the drain.
DA1010 - 1m x 10m

£15.55 / £18.66 inc VAT

DA2025 - 2m x 25m

£36.72 / £44.06 inc VAT

DA4511 - 2m x 50m

£67.01 / £80.41 inc VAT

DA2050 - 4.5m x 11.1m

£46.20 / £55.44 inc VAT

DA4510 - 4.5m x 100m

£196.27 / £235.52 inc VAT

Landtex Landscape Fabric
Gravelrings is a fully permeable gravel retention system for use in SuDS compliant schemes.
These plastic porous paving modules are manufactured from 100% recycled material and are
laid over a suitable stone sub-base before being filled with loose aggregate or gravel. Parking Bay
Markers Also Available for Gravelrings and Grassrings
LT1015 - 1m x 15m

£13.75 / £16.50 inc VAT

LT1050 - 1m x 50m

£28.67 / £34.40 inc VAT

LT2025 - 2m x 25m

£28.67 / £34.40 inc VAT

LT2050 - 2m x 50m

£47.14 / £56.57 inc VAT

LT1100 - 1m x 100m

£47.14 / £56.57 inc VAT

LT1510 - 1.5m x 100m

£70.71 / £84.85 inc VAT

LT2100 - 2m x 100m

£94.28 / £113.14 inc VAT

Weedtex Weed Control Fabric
Gravelrings is a fully permeable gravel retention system for use in SuDS compliant schemes.
These plastic porous paving modules are manufactured from 100% recycled material and are
laid over a suitable stone sub-base before being filled with loose aggregate or gravel. Parking Bay
Markers Also Available for Gravelrings and Grassrings
WT1015 - 1m x 15m

£10.85 / £13.02 inc VAT

WT2010 - 2m x 10m

£14.50 / £17.40 inc VAT

WT1050 - 1m x 50m

£26.40 / £31.68 inc VAT

WT2025 - 2m x 25m

£26.40 / £31.68 inc VAT

WT1100 - 1m x 100m

£40.04 / £48.05 inc VAT

WT2050 - 2m x 50m

£40.04 / £48.05 inc VAT

WT1510 - 1.5m x 100m

£60.06 / £72.07 inc VAT

WT2100 - 2m x 100m

£80.08 / £96.10 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
4 - Order now at www.landscapes-direct.com or call 0800 731 6534		
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Gravelrings Black
Gravelrings is a fully permeable gravel retention system for use in SuDS compliant schemes.
These plastic porous paving modules are manufactured from 100% recycled material and are laid
over a suitable stone sub-base before being filled with loose aggregate or gravel.

GVRB25 - 25 x 500 x 500mm

£17.13 / £20.56 inc VAT

Gravelrings White
Gravelrings is a fully permeable gravel retention system for use in SuDS compliant schemes.
These plastic porous paving modules are manufactured from 100% recycled material and are laid
over a suitable stone sub-base before being filled with loose aggregate or gravel.

GVRB25 - 25 x 500 x 500mm

£20.65 / £24.78 inc VAT

Gravelrings Parking Bay Marker
These very visible plastic inserts, are used with Gravelrings panels for marking out parking bays.
The marker simply pushes into the panel over the top of the ring design. Gravelrings Parking Bay
Markers must be inserted before panels are filled with gravel or chippings.

GVRPBM1 - 1

£2.42 / £2.90 inc VAT

Gravelrings Fixing Pin
A 250mm long, spiral fixing pin for securing Gravelrings panels to the sub-base. Only suitable for
use with Gravelrings panels. Available in packs of 30 and 100.
GVF030 - 30 pack

£17.07 / £20.48 inc VAT

GVF100 - 100 pack

£52.19 / £62.63 inc VAT

Grassrings
Grassrings provides a permanent solution for grass parking and access, whilst maintaining
a permeable surface. These flexible modules simply clip together and are laid on a suitable
stone sub-base. Once backfilled with soil and seeded they provide long-term reinforcement and
stabilisation for areas which are subject to vehicle use. The unique open grid structure provides a
large root development area where roots can grow laterally without hindrance.

GSRB30 - 30 x 500 x 500mm

£14.45 / £17.34 INC VAT

Grassrings Parking Bay Marker
These very visible plastic inserts, are used with Grassrings panels for marking out parking bays.
The marker simply pushes into the panel over the top of the ring design. Grassrings Parking Bay
Markers must be inserted before panels are filled with soil and seed mix.

GSRPBM1 - 1

£2.42 / £2.90 INC VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Pavecare Black Limestone & Dark Paving Restorer
PaveCare Porcelain Paving Cleaner is a cleaning concentrate specially developed for cleaning
porcelain paving. The chemical formulation is suitable for removing oil, grease, rubber marks,
mould, mildew, algae and general dirt.
PCDPR01 - 1 litre

£33.33 / £40.00 inc VAT

PCDPR05 - 5 litre

£138.90 / £166.68 inc VAT

Pavecare Porcelain Paving Cleaner
PaveCare Porcelain Paving Cleaner is a cleaning concentrate specially developed for cleaning
porcelain paving. The chemical formulation is suitable for removing oil, grease, rubber marks,
mould, mildew, algae and general dirt.
PCPPC01 - 1 litre

£8.32 / £9.98 inc VAT

PCPPC05 - 5 litre

£19.44 / £23.33 inc VAT

Pavecare Black Spot & Algae Remover
PaveCare Black Spot & Algae Remover is a ready to use deep cleaning solution that works on a
wide range of outdoor surfaces to remove black spot, lichen, moss and stains from all types of
paving. Ideal for natural stone, concrete and porcelain paving.

PCSAR05 - 5 litre

£38.88 / £46.66 inc VAT

Pavecare Paving & Driveway Cleaner
Professional strength stone or concrete paving and driveway cleaning concentrate.PaveCare
Paving & Driveway Cleaner is an effective and high strength cleaning concentrate, designed for
the professional user. The chemical formulation is suitable for removing oil, grease, rubber marks,
mould, mildew, algae and general dirt.

PCPDC05 - 5 litre

£25.00 / £30.00 inc VAT

Projoint Porcelain Paving Grout
Flexible high performance porcelain paving grout. Specially formulated for porcelain paving,
ProJoint Porcelain Grout has been developed for joint widths of 2mm to 20mm and is ideal for
external or internal use. The anti-mould growth technology with added silicone, helps limit mould
growth and allows ProJoint Porcelain Grout to repel water from the surface of the grout.

PJGBL20 - black - 20kg

£48.53 / £58.24 inc VAT

PJGBL20 - mid grey - 20kg

£48.53 / £58.24 inc VAT

PJGBL20 - basalt - 20kg

£48.53 / £58.24 inc VAT

PJGBL20 - neutral - 20kg

£48.53 / £58.24 inc VAT

Projoint Porcelain Priming Slurry
High performance priming slurry for porcelain paving. The ProJoint Porcelain Priming Slurry is
an ultra-high polymer and fibre modified flexible primer with excellent workability and adhesion
properties. As a single coat fast application, ProJoint Porcelain Priming Slurry promotes adhesion
and control suction on difficult substrates such as porcelain, concrete, ceramic tiles, paving slabs
or setts.
PJPPM20 - 20kg

£38.91 / £46.69 INC VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Pavecare PRO-410 Paving Sealer
Professional solvent based penetrating paving sealer and colour enhancer matt finish. PaveCare
PRO-410 Colour Enhancing Paving Sealer is a high quality, solvent based surface sealer which has
a matt finish and can be applied to all types of natural stone.

PCP4101 - 1 litre

£16.66 / £19.99 inc VAT

Pavecare PRO-810 Paving Sealer
PRO-810 Invisible Paving Sealer is a high performance, solvent based surface sealer which
has an invisible finish and can be applied to all types of natural stone. It deeply impregnates
the stone and protects surfaces from water penetration, staining and the effects of natural
weathering whilst remaining breathable.
PCP8101 - 1 litre

£25.55 / £30.66 inc VAT

Projoint High Performance SBR
Designed for use to improve the performance of sand and cement mixes and also for priming
surfaces to promote adhesion. It has non-foaming properties which controls the density of
mortar and results in a significant increase in compressive, tensile and flexural strength.

PJHSBR5 - 5 litre

£16.95 / £20.34 inc VAT

Projoint Contract SBR
Professional strength SBR. Designed for use to improve the performance of sand and cement
mixes and also for priming surfaces to promote adhesion. It has non-foaming properties which
controls the density of mortar and results in a significant increase in compressive, tensile and
flexural strength.
PJCSBR5 - 5 litre

£13.61 / £16.33 inc VAT

Projoint Fusion All Weather Jointing Compound
All weather paving joint compoundThe quick and easy solution to filling joints between paving slabs
and setts, suitable for natural stone and concrete paving. So simple to use, ProJoint Fusion allows
an untrained hand to consistently deliver perfect joints every time – whatever the weather!
PJFBL15 - black - 15kg

£36.62 / £43.94 inc VAT

PJFBL15 - mid grey - 15kg

£36.62 / £43.94 inc VAT

PJFBL15 - basalt - 15kg

£36.62 / £43.94 inc VAT

PJFBL15 - neutral - 15kg

£36.62 / £43.94 inc VAT

Projoint Max Vehicle Strength Jointing Compound
ProJoint MAX offers a quick and easy solution to filling joints between paving slabs and setts but
can also be used in areas of vehicular access. Suitable for natural stone and concrete paving,
ProJoint MAX is a high strength 2-part epoxy paving grout and is very simple to use.
PJMBL15 - black - 15kg

£45.21 / £54.25 inc VAT

PJFBL15 - mid grey - 15kg

£45.21 / £54.25 inc VAT

PJFBL15 - neutral - 15kg

£45.21 / £54.25 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Projoint Professional V400-WT Jointing Compound
The single component PU resin is mixed with the sand supplied, and applied to the paving using
either a brush or squeegee. It offers a long processing time which makes it especially suited for
paving with narrow joints, large paving unit sizes, and for use in hot weather.
PJPNT40 - neutral - 25kg

£75.91 / £91.09 inc VAT

PJPMG40 - mid grey - 25kg

£84.63 / £101.56 inc VAT

PJPBL40 - black - 25kg

£84.63 / £101.56 inc VAT

Projoint Professional V75-WT Jointing Compound
The single component PU resin is mixed with the sand supplied, and applied to the paving using
either a brush or squeegee. It offers a long processing time which makes it especially suited for
paving with narrow joints, large paving unit sizes, and for use in hot weather.
PJPNT75 - neutral - 25kg

£63.45 / £76.14 inc VAT

PJPMG75 - mid grey - 25kg

£70.93 / £85.12 inc VAT

PJPBL75 - black - 25kg

£70.93 / £85.12 inc VAT

Projoint Specialist V35-UV Jointing Compound
The single component PU resin is mixed with the sand supplied, and applied to the paving using
either a brush or squeegee. It offers a long processing time which makes it especially suited for
paving with narrow joints, large paving unit sizes, and for use in hot weather.
PJSNT26 - neutral - 25kg

£61.11 / £73.33 inc VAT

PJSMG26 - mid grey - 25kg

£68.89 / £82.67 inc VAT

PJSBL26 - black - 25kg

£68.89 / £82.67 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Tree Root Protection & Erosion Control
Earthworx Root Barrier
Earthworx Root Barrier is a robust, continuous root control barrier developed to protect
highways, foundations, waterproofing, pipes and other services, etc. from damage arising as
a result of tree root penetration. It is used extensively throughout the UK in civil engineering,
landscaping and property development applications.
EWRB350 - 300mm x 50m

£106.00 / £127.20 inc VAT

EWRB310 - 300mm x 10m

£26.50 / £31.80 inc VAT

EWRB650 - 600mm x 50m

£159.00 / £190.80 inc VAT

EWRB610 - 600mm x 10m

£39.75 / £47.70 inc VAT

EWRB125 -1200mm x 50m

£318.00 / £381.60 inc VAT

EWRB121 - 1200mm x 10m

£79.50 / £95.40 inc VAT

Earthworx Root Barrier Tape
Use this tough double sided tape to join lengths of Earthworx Root Barrier.

EWRBT53 - 50mm x 30m

£25.95 / £31.14 inc VAT

Earthworx Groundcell
Earthworx Groundcell provides erosion control on slopes and embankments, to protect, reinforce
and stabilise the soil and promote growth. The honeycomb cell structure prevents irregular
settlement and washout of contents. Groundcell is also used extensively for tree root protection
where it is necessary to build an access road or area subject to traffic over ground containing
tree roots. The cell structure creates a sub-base above the surface and spreads the imposed
load, helping to prevent damage to the roots, whilst providing a stable and solid base.

Also available in 150 and 200mm depths
EWGC10 - 100mm x 4m x 6m

£238.70 / £286.44 inc VAT

Groundcell Fixing Pin
Earthworx J Fixing Pins are designed to fully secure Earthworx Groundcell panels for effective tree
root protection and erosion control on slopes and embankments.

EWGF30 - 100 pack

£48.72 / £58.46 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Borderline Brown Steel Edging
The landscape professional’s choice for steel landscape edging, with great flexibility, ideal for
curved and straight lined designs. Create a discreet garden path or border edge, with this highly
durable brown powder coated.
BLB100 - 100mm x 2.0m

£19.78 / £23.74 inc VAT

BLB150 - 150mm x 2.0m

£26.75 / £32.10 inc VAT

Borderline Brown Steel Fixing Stakes
Use these 305mm length, heavy duty fixing stakes to secure 100mm deep Borderline Brown
Steel Edging (BLB100). They neatly slide into the brackets and are then hammered into the ground
for a durable, hidden fixing. Pack of 15 stakes, 3 stakes are used with every 2m length of edging.
BLBF30 - 305mm - 15 pack

£22.45 / £26.94 inc VAT

BLBF41 - 410mm - 15 pack

£39.76 / £47.71 inc VAT

Borderline Galvanised Steel Edging
The landscape professional’s choice for steel landscape edging, with great flexibility, ideal for
curved and straight lined designs. Create a distinctive garden path or border edge, with this highly
durable galvanised, 3mm thick steel edging.
BLG100 - 100mm x 2.0m

£19.32 / £23.18 inc VAT

BLG150 - 150mm x 2.0m

£27.01 / £32.41 inc VAT

Borderline Galvanised Steel Fixing Stakes
Use these 305mm length, heavy duty fixing stakes to secure 100mm deep Borderline Galvanised
Steel Edging (BLG100). They neatly slide into the brackets and are then hammered into the ground
for a durable, hidden fixing. Pack of 15 stakes, 3 stakes are used with every 2m length of edging.
BLGF30 - 305mm - 15 pack

£29.69 / £35.63 inc VAT

BLGF41 - 410mm - 15 pack

£46.31 / £55.57 inc VAT

Borderline Weathering Steel Edging
The landscape professional’s choice for steel landscape edging, with great flexibility, ideal for
curved and straight lined designs. Create a contemporary garden path or border edge, with this
rust weathering finish
BLW100 - 100mm x 2.0m

£26.06 / £31.27 inc VAT

BLW150 - 150mm x 2.0m

£30.66 / £36.79 inc VAT

Borderline Weathering Steel Fixing Stakes
Use these 305mm length, heavy duty fixing stakes to secure 100mm deep Borderline Weathering
Steel Edging (BLW100). The same rust finish, as the edging, similar to CorTen is achieved over
time. They neatly slide into the brackets and are then hammered into the ground for a durable,
hidden fixing.
BLWF30 - 305mm - 15 pack

£22.46 / £26.95 inc VAT

BLWF41 - 410mm - 15 pack

£39.76 / £47.71 inc VAT

Borderline is also available in Anthracite Grey finish 100mm deep
Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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AluExcel Rigid Landscape Edging
The ultimate edge restraint for artificial grass and all hard landscape surfaces, whether it be
asphalt, resin bonded or loose gravel, blocks, bricks or paving slabs… here is the solution! AluExcel
is made from recycled aluminium – strong, smart and discreet.
AXRM018 - 18mm x 2.5m

£13.08 / £15.70 inc VAT

AXRM025 - 25mm x 2.5m

£16.48 / £19.78 inc VAT

AXRM040 - 40mm x 2.5m

£26.65 / £31.98 inc VAT

AXRM050 - 50mm x 2.5m

£29.21 / £35.05 inc VAT

AXRM065 - 65mm x 2.5m

£30.78 / £36.94 inc VAT

AXRM075 - 75mm x 2.5m

£35.79 / £42.95 inc VAT

AXRM100 - 100mm x 2.5m

£44.07 / £52.88 inc VAT

AXRM120 - 120mm x 2.5m

£55.01 / £66.01 inc VAT

AXRM150 - 150mm x 2.5m

£66.59 / £79.91 inc VAT

AluExcel Flexible Landscape Edging
The ultimate edge restraint for artificial grass and all hard landscape surfaces, whether it be
asphalt, resin bonded or loose gravel, blocks, bricks or paving slabs… here is the solution! AluExcel
is made from recycled aluminium – strong, smart and discreet. The keyhole cut out design gives
extra flexibility when forming curves.
AXFM018 - 18mm x 2.5m

£13.08 / £15.70 inc VAT

AXFM025 - 25mm x 2.5m

£16.48 / £19.78 inc VAT

AXFM040 - 40mm x 2.5m

£26.65 / £31.98 inc VAT

AXFM050 - 50mm x 2.5m

£29.21 / £35.05 inc VAT

AXFM065 - 65mm x 2.5m

£30.78 / £36.94 inc VAT

AXFM075 - 75mm x 2.5m

£35.79 / £42.95 inc VAT

AXFM100 - 100mm x 2.5m

£44.07 / £52.88 inc VAT

AXFM120 - 120mm x 2.5m

£55.01 / £66.01 inc VAT

AXFM150 - 150mm x 2.5m

£66.59 / £79.91 inc VAT

AluExcel Steel Spiral Spike
Heavy duty galvanised steel spikes. These 250mm long spiralled fixings will securely fix AluExcel
to the sub base.

AXSS100 - 250mm - 100 pack

£52.19 / £62.63 inc VAT

AluExcel Connectors
Aluminium connector strips for use with AluExcel edging. Small Connector for 18-40mm high.
Large connector for 50-150mm high.

AXSC060 - small - 60 pack

£15.89 / £19.07 inc VAT

AXLC050 - large - 50 pack

£24.33 / £29.20 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Masterline PM51 Greenscape Grass Seed
A hard wearing mixture that will establish rapidly. Ideal for general purpose landscaping & lawns.
Our unique 4turf Tetraploid ryegrass delivers fast establishment.
MPM5105 - 5kg

£42.97 / £51.56 inc VAT

MPM5110 - 10kg

£63.31 / £75.97 inc VAT

MPM5120 - 20kg

£103.59 / £124.31 inc VAT

Masterline PM60 Greenshade Grass Seed
A top quality mixture designed to produce an excellent wear tolerant turf under shaded
conditions. Sabrene 1 rough stalked meadow grass germinates rapidly, providing an exceptionally
fine, dense, green growth year round.
MPM6005 - 5kg

£52.12 / £62.54 inc VAT

MPM6010 - 10kg

£81.62 / £97.94 inc VAT

MPM6020 - 20kg

£140.22 / £168.26 inc VAT

Pro Flora Wildflower Seed Mix - PF1
Wild Flora wildflower & grass mix (20/80) with cornfield annuals and a variety of colours. Suitable
for use in most soil types. Flowering season May to October. Wildflower heights ranging from 15
-120cm tall. 1kg pack, to be spread at 5g/m2.

PF1WFS1 - 1kg

£41.65 / £49.98 inc VAT

Pro Flora Wildflower Seed Mix - PF8
Wild Flora wildflower & grass mix (20/80) with legacy Country Meadow selection yielding
a variety of colours. Suitable for use in most soil types. Flowering season April to October.
Wildflower heights ranging from 5 -100cm tall. 1kg pack, to be spread at 5g/m2.

PF8WFS1 - 1kg

£47.78 / £57.34 inc VAT

Land-X Bamboo Canes 900mm (3’)
High grade bamboo canes – a must have for all planting schemes! Graded by size and weight to
guarantee consistency and reliability.

LXBC10 - 150 pack - Ø 10-12mm

£52.59 / £63.11 inc VAT

LXBC08 - 500 pack - Ø 8-10mm

£57.78 / £69.24 inc VAT

Rainbow Spiral Tree Guard
Spiral Tree Guard is a 100% recycled PVC plastic waste product designed for the protection of
vulnerable young trees and saplings.
RBSG450 - 45cm - 5 pack

£1.61 / £1.93 inc VAT

RBSG452 - 45cm - 250 pack

£50.65 / £60.78 inc VAT

RBSG650 - 60cm - 5 pack

£2.17 / £2.60 inc VAT

RBSG652 - 60cm - 250 pack

£56.79 / £68.15 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Land-X Porous Pipe
Porous Pipe is a rubber pipe designed to operate over a wide pressure range for both surface
and subsurface irrigation. Water seeps out of the walls of the pipe at a rate of 4 litres per hour
per metre.
LXPP165 - 16mm x 50m

£49.69 / £59.63 inc VAT

LXPP161 - 16mm x 100m

£94.16 / £112.99 inc VAT

Land-X 16mm Connectors
These straight connector are high quality, double barbed fitting suitable for connecting multiple
lengths of 16mm irrigation pipe. Suitable for use with all 16mm irrigation pipe and features sharpedged barbs to minimise the risk of leakage in the connection.

straight connectors - LXSC16 - 10 pack

£4.95 / £5.94 inc VAT

equal tee connectors - LXTC16 - 10 pack

£5.95 / £7.14 inc VAT

elbow connectors - LXEC16 - 10 pack

£5.95 / £7.14 inc VAT

Land-X 16mm In-Line Valve
This in-line valve a high quality, double barbed fitting suitable for adjusting the flow of water along
irrigation pipe. Suitable for use with all 16mm irrigation pipe and features sharp-edged barbs to
minimise the risk of leakage in the connection.

LXIV16 - 10 pack

£17.50 / £21.00 inc VAT

Land-X 16mm Male Adaptor
Barbed / threaded connector – this male thread adaptor is suitable for connecting 16mm
irrigation pipe to components with a male ¾” BSP thread.

LXMA16 - 5 pack

£3.95 / £4.74 inc VAT

Land-X 16mm End Plug
This end plug is a high quality, double barbed fitting suitable for capping the end of irrigation pipe
lines. This end plug fitting is suitable for use with all 16mm irrigation pipe and features sharpedged barbs to minimise the risk of leakage in the connection.

LXEP16 - 10 pack

£4.95 / £5.94 inc VAT

Rainbow Soft Tree Pad & Strapping
Heavy duty black tree strapping for securing newly planted trees to stakes and posts.
RBTP25 / pad - 25mm

£0.99 / £1.19 inc VAT

RBTP38 / pad - 38mm

£1.10 / £1.32 inc VAT

RBTS25 / strapping - 25mm x 25m

£22.99 / £27.59 inc VAT

RBTS38 / strapping - 38mm x 25m

£28.99 / £34.79 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Rainbow Buckle Tree Ties
Very strong, soft heavy duty black buckle tie with spacer.
RBTT45 - 45cm - single

£0.84 / £1.01 inc VAT

RBTT451 - 45cm - 100 pack

£70.12 / £84.14 inc VAT

RBTT60 - 60cm - single

£0.99 / £1.19 inc VAT

RBTT601 - 60cm - 100 pack

£79.04 / £94.85 inc VAT

Amenity Glyphosate
Amenity Glyphosate is a professional use total herbicide containing 360 g/l Glyphosate and
formulated with surfactants. It is approved for use in a wide range of amenity situations including
hard surfaces and around amenity vegetation. In addition to foliar application, Amenity Glyphosate
can also be applied as a cut stump treatment through stem injection equipment.

AG3605 - 5kg

£47.43 / £56.92 inc VAT

Roundup ProActive 360g/Litre
Contains 360g/L glyphosate. For the control of emerged weeds in amenity situations, in forestry
and in enclosed aquatic areas. Powerful surfactant for improved performance. Improved
translocation gives superior power against couch. Controls many emergent and floating aquatic
weeds. Suitable for use betwen February and October.

RPA360 - 5 litre

£61.99 / £74.39 inc VAT

Roundup ProVantage 480g/Litre
Roundup® ProVantage – a high load premium glyphosate. Used for the control of emergant and
heavy weight weed control in amenity situations, in forestry and in aquatic areas. Suitable for use
between March and October.

RPV480 - 5 litre

£68.49 / £82.19 inc VAT

ProShield Weedkiller
Proshield is a strong, fast acting pre- and post-emergent non selective herbicide, suitable
for industrial and amenity use. A total herbicide that protects against regrowth. Suitable for
application between March and September. 45ml in 2.5-10ltr water treats 100 square metres
when applied using a knapsack sprayer. Application rate 4.5l/hectare.

PSPEH5 - 5 litre

£219.75 / £263.70 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Landscaper Pro Universtar Balance
Landscaper Pro Universtar Balance 15-5-15 +2CaO +2MgO Universtar has been developed as a
convenient and cost-effective general purpose fertilizer. It contains a balanced blend of nutrients
that are designed to give an extended release pattern. 2 Months longevity. 25kg sufficient for
625-1250m2. Granule size 1.0 – 2.5mm.
LPUB25 - 25Kg

£43.99 / £52.79 inc VAT

Sportsmaster Autumn
Sportsmaster Autumn fertilizer 4-12-12. (4-5.2-10) 25kg. This product is the industry standard for
all mown turf of 6mm. Designed to maintain turf performance throughout the year. High quality
mini-granular fertilizer.Controlled release technology for winter cold stress. Ensures healthy
root growth especially where areas are subject to heavy winter use. Application rate 35-70g per
square metre.
SMAT25 - 25Kg

£29.99 / £35.99 inc VAT

Sportsmaster Cleanrun Pro
Sportsmaster Cleanrun Pro 14+0+5 +Herbicide is a triple action mini granular compound
fertilizer for use on outfields, fairways and other recreational areas. Two selective herbicides
control common broadleaved weeds. 25kg bag cover approx 714m2. Recommended period of use
April to September. Average turf response time is 7 days.

SMCP25 - 25Kg

£34.99 / £41.99 inc VAT

Sportsmaster Renovator Pro
Sportsmaster Renovator pro 14-0-5 +Fe +Herbicide is a triple action mini granular compound
fertilizer including moss control for use on outfields, fairways and other recreational areas. Two
selective herbicides control common broad-leaved weeds and moss. 25kg bag covers approx
714m2. Recommended period of use April to September. Average turf response time is 7 days.

SMRP25 - 25Kg

£40.99 / £49.19 inc VAT

Sportsmaster Spring & Summer
Sportsmaster Spring & Summer 9-7-7 25kg. This product is the industry standard for all mown
turf of 6mm. Designed to maintain turf performance throughout the year. High quality minigranular fertiliser. Controlled release technology for Spring and Summer use. Application rate
35-70g per square metre.

SMSS25 - 25Kg

£28.49 / £34.19 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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MaxGrass Amberley
Amberley is our very popular 30mm pile grass, having a four colour mix of green C shape
monofilament blades with curled yellow strands. An excellent choice where a realistic look and
value for money are desired. Sold as a 4m width in 0.5m increments, with minimum order of 2
square metres (4m x 0.5m).
MGAM400 - 4m x 1m

£12.28 / £14.74 inc VAT

MGAM425 - 4m x 25m

£924.00 / £1,108.80 inc VAT

MaxGrass Hickstead
Hickstead is an impressive high quality 30mm pile, four colour mix of green C shape blades
complemented with curly yellow strands. With the thickest blades on the market, long life in well
used areas is never an issue, making it very popular for anyone wanting a fit and forget solution.
Sold as a 4m width in 0.5m increments, with minimum order of 2 square metres (4m x 0.5m).
MGHI400 - 4m x 1m

£13.59 / £16.31 inc VAT

MGHI425 - 4m x 25m

£1,166.00 / £1,399.20 inc VAT

MaxGrass Arundel
Arundel is a premium quality 38mm pile, four colour mix of green C shape blades complemented
with curly yellow strands. This best selling, professional quality product gives a highly durable
yet very realistic look for domestic and commercial applications. Sold as a 4m width in 0.5m
increments, with minimum order of 2 square metres (4m x 0.5m).
MGAR400 - 4m x 1m

£14.89 / £17.87 inc VAT

MGAR425 - 4m x 25m

£1,304.00 / £1,564.80 inc VAT

MaxGrass Henfield
Henfield, a superb quality 35mm pile, four colour mix of green flat blades supported by a rich
thatch of yellow curled root system. A top landscaping product with excellent bounce and a very
natural look, making it the ideal all year round grass. Sold as a 4m width in 0.5m increments, with
minimum order of 2 square metres (4m x 0.5m).
MGHE400 - 4m x 1m

£15.54 / £18.65 inc VAT

MGHE425 - 4m x 25m

£1,373.00 / £1,647.60 inc VAT

MaxGrass Petworth
Petworth is our top end, 40mm pile, four colour mix of green flat blade grass. The contrasting
greens used in the thick, soft lush pile create an awesomely unique looking lawn. Sold as a 5m
width in 0.5m increments, with minimum order of 2.5 square metres (5m x 0.5m). Prices are per
square metre.
MGPE500 - 5m x 1m

£17.51 / £21.01 inc VAT

MGPE525 - 5m x 25m

£1,977.50 / £2,373.00 inc VAT

MaxGrass Pulborough
Pulborough is our top of the range 40mm pile grass, having a four colour mix of green C shape
blades with curled yellow strands. Superior quality for extra resilience in demanding applications.
Sold as a 4m width in 0.5m increments, with minimum order of 2 square metres (4m x 0.5m).
Prices are per square metre. Also sold in full rolls.

MGPU400 - 4m x 1m

£17.51 / £21.01 inc VAT

MGPU425 - 4m x 25m

£1,582.00 / £1,898.40 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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MaxGrass Clayton
Clayton stands out with it’s great value and quality, a 40mm pile grass, having a four colour mix
of green C shape monofilament blades with curled yellow strands. A popular choice for smaller
projects and DIY installs, as the smaller roll sizes is easier to handle . Sold as a full roll 2m width
x 25m length.

MGCL200 - 2m x 25m

£462.00 / £554.40 inc VAT

MaxGrass Bramber
Bramber is a very unique 35mm pile grass, having a five colour mix of green C shape, flat
monofilament and diamond blades with curled yellow strands. Chosen for it’s amazingly realistic,
natural grass look – you will be impressed! Sold as a full roll 4m width x 25m length.

MGAR400 - 4m x 25m

£1,049.00 / £1,258.80 inc VAT

Artificial Grass Joint Tape
This tough self-adhesive tape is ideal for joining pieces of artificial grass.

SAGJT10 - 150mm x 10m

£18.59 / £22.31 inc VAT

Artificial Grass Fixing Staple
Heavy Duty steel staples for fixing edges of artificial grass. Easily hammered in to provide long
lasting, hidden fixing to the sub base. We recommend a staples is used every 150-200mm along
the outside edges of the artificial grass.

SAGFS15 - 35mm x 150mm - 100 staples

£29.56 / £35.47 inc VAT

Adiseal Artificial Grass Bonding Adhesive
Bonds: Artificial grass, composite decking trim, metals, wood, glass, mirrors, concrete, masonry,
stone, tiles, polystyrene, roof felt, fibreglass, most plastics & many other items.
Seals: Baths, showers, gutters, drains, sinks, vehicles, boats, felt roofs & many other applications.
When carrying out artificial grass installation, Adiseal is a great product to use as an artificial
grass adhesive, especially to glue to concrete.
ASW290 - 290ml

£8.99 / £10.79 inc VAT

Land-X Skeleton Gun Frame
Pressed steel frame and handle with plunger and release clip. For the application of sealants and
adhesives on artificial grass and composite decking, etc.

LXSFG400 - 400ml

£4.82 / £5.78 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Land-X Squeegees
Flexible, rubber blade with smooth, comfortable wooden handle. Allows rapid and controlled
application of grout and jointing compund between tiles and slabs.
LXSG200 - 200mm - no handle

£3.49 / £4.19 inc VAT

LXSG600 600mm - with handle

£12.30 / £14.76 inc VAT

Land-X Hand Brush
100% natural and biodegradable with comfortable, contoured rubberwood handle with soft coco
bristles. For indoor and outdoor use. Traditional banister brush style. 75mm bristles.
LXHBB30 - (12”) 300mm - stiff bassine

£2.79 / £3.35 inc VAT

LXHBC30 - (12”) 300mm - soft coco

£2.20 / £2.64 inc VAT

Land-X Yard Broom
Long ash handled general purpose yard brush. Galvanized steel brace. Stiff Bassine bristles
LXYBB45 - (18”) 450mm - Stiff bassine

£10.85 / £13.02 inc VAT

LXYBB60 - (24”) 600mm - Stiff bassine

£11.99 / £14.39 inc VAT

LXYBC45 - (18”) 450mm - Soft coco

£10.99 / £13.19 inc VAT

LXYBC90 - (36”) 900mm - Soft coco

£13.79 / £16.55 inc VAT

Land-X Roller Sleeve + Tray
High quality roller sleeves for fast, easy coverage over large areas. Ideal for applying sealers and
restorers to paving. Durable black polypropylene roller tray, ideal for use with rollers for applying
sealers and restorers to paving. Textured base removes excess liquid and ensures even loading.
LXRS300 - 300mm - Sleeve

£2.99 / £3.59 inc VAT

LXRT300 - 300mm - Tray

£4.99 / £5.99 inc VAT

Land-X Double Arm Roller Frame
Heavy duty, galvanised steel roller frame with thick-gauge shaft and spokes for strength and
durability. Ergonomic, injection-moulded handle. For use with 300mm slide-on sleeves with 44mm
(1-3/4”) internal diameter. Compatible with screw-fit extension poles.

LXRF300 - 300ml

£3.89 / £4.67 inc VAT

Land-X Roller Extension Pole
Sturdy steel extension pole for use with steel roller frame. Twist and lock adjustment.Universal
screw fitting plus tapered push-fit adaptor (22-28mm).

LXRF200 - 1

£6.49 / £7.79 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Diamond Blades & Marker Sprays
Dart SMI-7 Diamond Blade
Dart Red Ten SMI-7 is a trade performance hard materials blade with a turbo rim for fast cutting
speed. Cuts all masonry construction products including: granite, Indian stone, very hard and
medium stone, block paving, kerbs, all clay and brick products, concrete building materials and
concrete slabs. For light use on: mild steel, metal, abrasive concrete, roof tiles and sandstone.
DTSMI11 - Ø115mm (4½”) - 3 Pack 22mm - bore

£9.39 / £11.27 inc VAT

DTSMI23 - Ø230mm (9”) 22mm - bore

£18.02 / £21.62 inc VAT

DTSMI355 - Ø350mm (14”) 25mm - bore

£52.98 / £63.58 inc VAT

DTSMI35 - Ø350mm (14”) 20mm - bore

£52.98 / £63.58 inc VAT

Dart ST-10 Porcelain Blade
Dart Red Ten ST-10 Pro performance super thin hard tile, super fast diamond blade suitable for
cutting all tiles including porcelain, ceramic, granite and marble.
DTST1016 - Ø100mm (4”) 16mm - bore

£20.82 / £24.98 inc VAT

DTST1122 - Ø115mm (4½”) 22mm - bore

£22.89 / £27.47 inc VAT

DTST1222 - Ø125mm (5”) 22mm - bore

£24.98 / £29.98 inc VAT

DTST1522 - Ø150mm (6”) 22mm - bore

£29.14 / £34.97 inc VAT

DTST1822 - Ø180mm (7”) 22mm - bore

£38.49 / £46.19 inc VAT

DTST1825 - Ø180mm (7”) 25mm - bore

£38.49 / £46.19 inc VAT

DTST2022 - Ø200mm (8”) 25mm - bore

£44.22 / £53.06 inc VAT

DTST2322 - Ø230mm (9”) 22mm - bore

£56.18 / £67.42 inc VAT

DTST2522 - Ø250mm (10”) 22mm - bore

£61.37 / £73.64 inc VAT

DTST3020 - Ø300mm (12”) 20mm - bore

£65.01 / £78.01 inc VAT

DTST3020 - Ø300mm (12”) 22mm - bore

£65.01 / £78.01 inc VAT

DTST3525 - Ø350mm (14”) 25mm - bore

£87.85 / £105.42 inc VAT

Dart LMI-15 Landscaper Diamond Blade
Dart Red Ten LMI-15 an ultra performance hard materials blade. Fast cutting, laser welded blade
with long life, large 12mm, diamond hard wearing turbo segment. The Blade has a reinforced
flange and cooling holes allowing for constant use. Cuts all concrete and hard building materials
including: Indian stone, granite, limestone, block paving, kerbs, all clay and brick products
DTLMI115 - Ø115mm (4½”) - 22mm - bore

£32.28 / £38.74 inc VAT

DTLMI125 - Ø125mm (5”) - 22mm - bore

£38.81 / £46.57 inc VAT

DTLMI230 - Ø230mm (9”) - 22mm - bore

£74.71 / £89.65 inc VAT

DTLMI300 - Ø300mm (12”) - 20mm - bore

£131.82 / £158.18 inc VAT

DTLMI350 - Ø350mm (14”) - 20mm - bore

£163.81 / £196.57 inc VAT

DTLMI254 - Ø350mm (14”) - 25.4mm - bore

£163.81 / £196.57 inc VAT

OX Line Marker Spray Paint
High quality general survey and setting out spray paint. Guaranteed not to clog. High colour
pigment and fast drying. Suitable for all road marking systems. Contains no CFCs harmful to the
environment.
OXPLMY7 - yellow - 750ml

£4.73 / £5.68 inc VAT

OXPLMW7 - white - 750ml

£4.73 / £5.68 inc VAT

OXPLMR7 - red - 750ml

£4.73 / £5.68 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Land-X Economy Ear Defenders
Lightweight with adjustable headband. SNR 25DB

LXEED1 - 1

£3.99 / £4.79 inc VAT

Land-X Economy Ear Defenders
Lightweight with adjustable headband. SNR 25DB

LXHED1 - 1

£3.99 / £4.79 inc VAT

OX Safety Glasses - Clear
Sleek styling and lightweight design
Padded temples ensure comfortable wear
Polycarbonate lenses provide protection from impact and block harmful UV rays

OXSGC01 - 1

£3.93 / £4.72 inc VAT

Land-X Economy Safety Goggles
360° full encapsulation eye protection. Medium velocity impact resistance. Fully adjustable
headband. Indirect ventilation protects against dust ingress

LXESG1 - 1

£3.99 / £4.79 inc VAT

Uvex Anti-Fog Goggles
Lightweight and flexible PVC frame. Scratch-resistant coated anti-fog lens. Fully adjustable
headband

UVAFG1 - 1

£11.99 / £14.39 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Land-X Select Grip Latex Glove
Hardwearing latex glove for good durable grip. Elasticated wrist for comfort fit.

LXSLGM1 - medium

£1.29 / £1.55 inc VAT

LXSLGM1 - Large

£1.29 / £1.55 inc VAT

Land-X Thermal Latex Glove
Durable glove with extra thermal insulation properties. Elasticated wrist for comfort.

LXTLGL1 - medium

£2.89 / £3.47 inc VAT

LXTLGL1 - large

£2.89 / £3.47 inc VAT

Land-X Powder Free Latex Disposable Glove
Flexible material for improved feel and fit reducing fatigue during extended wear. Textured finish
for improved grip.

LXLDGL1 - medium

£11.96 / £14.35 inc VAT

LXLDGL1 - large

£11.96 / £14.35 inc VAT

Siteworx Barrier Fence
This lightweight yet tough barrier fence made from extruded mesh, provides instant protection
and warning to help prevent accidents on site.

SWBF150 - 1m x 50m

£19.10 / £22.92 inc VAT

Siteworx Fence Pins
Our heavy duty steel fence pins make the erection of barrier fences a quick and easy task.

SWFP135 - 1.35m - 10 pack

£15.50 / £18.60 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Siteworx Polythene Rubble Sack
These heavy duty polythene rubble sacks are ideal for all building and garden waste, aggregates
and logs.
SWPS010 - 50cm x 75cm - 10 pack

£3.15 / £3.78 inc VAT

SWPS100 - 50cm x 75cm - 100 pack

£22.60 / £27.12 inc VAT

OX Trade Black Bucket
Tough 15ltr/3 gallon plastic bucket for many site applications.

OXTBB15 - 15 litre

£3.57 / £4.28 inc VAT

OX Pro Heavy Duty Flexi Tub
Durable 42ltr polyethylene flexi tub. Ideal for containing rubble, soil and tools.

OXPFT42 - 42 litre

£10.41 / £12.49 inc VAT

Siteworx Multi-Purpose Rope
Durable, polypropylene multi-purpose rope for hundreds of onsite or DIY applications. Available in
mini or maxi coils and a range of thicknesses to suit every use.
SWR0630 - 6mm x 30m

£3.86 / £4.63 inc VAT

SWR0830 - 8mm x 30m

£5.76 / £6.91 inc VAT

SWR1030 - 10mm x 30m

£8.59 / £10.31 inc VAT

SWR1230 - 12mm x 30m

£11.73 / £14.08 inc VAT

SWR6220 - 6mm x 220m

£17.27 / £20.72 inc VAT

SWR8220 - 8mm x 220m

£25.78 / £30.94 inc VAT

SWR1022 - 10mm x 220m

£46.96 / £56.35 inc VAT

SWR1222 - 12mm x 220m

£65.77 / £78.92 inc VAT

Land-X Ratchet Strap
Durable weather-resistant polyester webbing with stitched reinforcement. Automatic locking
ratchet action secures items quickly & easily. Quick-release high-tension handle & steel J-hook
ends. Suitable for securing large, bulky & awkwardly-shaped loads during transit.
LXRS386 - 38mm x 6m - 300kg

£14.30 / £17.16 inc VAT

LXRS508 - 50mm x 8m - 500kg

£25.14 / £30.17 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Land-X Premium Bypass Secateurs
Comfortable, light, solid forged aluminium handles. Blades made of high quality hardened steel.
Cushion shock absorber handles with non-slip coating. Clean, precise cut with integral sap groove

LXPBS1 - 1

£15.99 / £19.19 inc VAT

Felco No.2 Original Secateurs
Professional quality with riveted anvil blade and sap groove. Forged aluminium handle with rubber
shock absorbing coating.

FCOS02 - 1

£47.95 / £57.54 inc VAT

Felco No.6 Compact Secateurs
For the smaller hand. Lightweight and compact. Forged aluminium handles with rubber shock
absorbing coating.

FCCS06 - 1

£46.94 / £56.33 inc VAT

Felco No.7 Rotating Handle Secateurs
High performance model with revolving handle for prolonged pruning. Forged aluminium handle
with rubber shock absorbing coating.

FCRS07 - 1

£66.94 / £80.33 inc VAT

Felco No.9 Left Handed Secateurs
For left handers. With angled cutting head. Forged aluminium handles with rubber shock
absorbing coating

FCLS09 - 1

£50.88 / £61.06 inc VAT

Felco Leather Holsters
Can be used on belt or pocket. High quality, heavy duty leather. Will fit all Felco seacteurs.

FCCH01 - Cone

£17.39 / £20.87 inc VAT

FCFH01 - Flat

£21.54 / £25.85 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Silky Accel 210-7.5 Saw
Cuts even heavy branches with great ease. Hard blade with outstanding durability. Metal handle
construction with non-slip sleeve. 210mm blade / 7.5 large teeth per 30mm.

SKSA210 - 1

£32.19 / £38.63 inc VAT

Silky Accel 210-7.5 Saw Replacement Blade
Replacement blade for Silky Accel 210-7.5 saw. 210mm length with 7.5 teeth per 30mm.

SKBA210 - 1

£19.56 / £23.47 inc VAT

Silky Pocketboy 130-10 Saw
Impulse hardened blade with outstanding durability. Mirror polished and hard chrome plated. Nonslip rubber handles. 130mm blade / 10 medium teeth per 30mm.

SKSP130 - 1

£29.69 / £35.63 inc VAT

Silky Pocketboy 130-10 Saw Replacement Blade
Replacement blade for Silky Pocketboy 130-10 saw. 130mm length with 10 medium teeth per
30mm.

SKBP130 - 1

£17.31 / £20.77 inc VAT

Silky Pocketboy 170-10 Saw
Impulse hardened blade with outstanding durability. Mirror polished and hard chrome plated.
Non-slip rubber handles. 170mm blade / 10 medium teeth per 30mm.

SKSP170 - 1

£31.06 / £37.27 inc VAT

Silky Pocketboy 170-10 Saw Replacement Blade
Replacement blade for Silky Pocketboy 170-10 saw. 170mm length with 10 medium teeth per
30mm.

SKBP170 - 1

£18.63 / £22.36 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Silky Zubat 330 Saw
Superior multipurpose handsaw. Mirror-polished and hard chrome plated. Non-slip rubber handle
300mm or 330mm / 7.5 large teeth per 30mm. Complete with scabbard.

SKSZ330 - 1

£57.94 / £69.53 inc VAT

Silky Zubat 330 Saw Replacement Blade
Replacement blade for Silky Zubat 330 saw. 330mm length with 7.5 large teeth per 30mm.

SKBZ330 - 1

£38.63 / £46.36 inc VAT

Silky F180 Saw
Cuts even heavy branches with great ease. Hard blade with outstanding durability. Plastic handle
construction. 180mm blade / 7.5 large teeth per 30mm.

SKSF180 - 1

£20.81 / £24.97 inc VAT

Silky F180 Saw Replacement Blade
Replacement blade for Silky F180 saw. 180mm length with 7.5 teeth per 30mm.

SKBF180 - 1

£13.53 / £16.24 inc VAT

Silky Gomtaro 300 Saw
Professional straight pruning saw. Great combination of high performance blade with a
comfortable and durable rubber handle. 300mm blade / 8 large teeth per 30mm. Complete with
scabbard

SKSG300 - 1

£48.73 / £58.48 inc VAT

Silky Gomtaro 300 Saw Replacement Blade
Replacement blade for Silky Gomtaro 300 saw. 300mm length with 8 large teeth per 30mm.

SKBG300 - 1

£28.53 / £34.24 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Silky Hayauchi Pole Saw
Silky Pole Saws revolutionise high pruning – they are lightweight, exceedingly sharp, flex minimally
in use due to their ovoid shape and in the closed position will fit easily into any vehicle.
SKSH367 - 3670mm

£138.52 / £166.22 inc VAT

SKSH490 - 4900mm

£169.81 / £203.77 inc VAT

SKSH630 - 6300mm

£214.50 / £257.40 inc VAT

Silky Hayauchi Saw Replacement Blade
Replacement blade for Silky Hayauchi saw. Curved 330mm blade with 6.5 extra large teeth per
30mm.

SKBH380 - 1

£61.56 / £73.87 inc VAT

Bulldog Premier Wavy Blade Hedge Shears
With (9’’) 230mm length blades, adjustable blade tension and soft grip handles, these shears are
comfortable to use. Curved handles and wavy edge blades.

BDPHS1 - 1

£8.99 / £10.79 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Bulldog All Metal Shovel No.2 – Square
Top quality contractor grade shovel, solid forged from one piece of steel, the square mouth design
of the blade allows a large load to be lifted at any one time.

BDAMSS2 - 1

£16.65 / £19.98 inc VAT

Bulldog All Metal Shovel No.2 – Tapered
Top quality contractor grade shovel made from solid forged one piece of steel to give maximum
strength. The taper blade makes breaking into aggregate easier every time.

BDAMST2 - 1

£16.65 / £19.98 inc VAT

Bulldog Premier Digging Spade No.1
Premium contractor grade tools. Solid forged from one piece of steel to give maximum strength.
The treaded blade helps to reduce boot slippage and wear.

BDPDS1 - 1

£36.65 / £43.98 inc VAT

Bulldog Premier Stainless Steel Border Spade
Superior grade, solid forged from one piece of steel to give maximum strength. The treaded blade
helps to reduce boot slippage and wear.

BDPSSBS - 1

£30.99 / £37.19 inc VAT

Bulldog Premier Stainless Steel Digging Spade
Superior grade, solid forged from one piece of steel to give maximum strength. The treaded blade
helps to reduce boot slippage and wear.

BDPSSDS - 1

£27.00 / £32.40 inc VAT

Bulldog All Metal Cable Laying Shovel
Solid forged from one piece of steel to give maximum strength. A narrow blade design allows
this tool to dig cable trenches without taking too much material. Back up by the bulldog lifetime
guarantee

BDCLS1 - 1

£18.88 / £22.66 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Bulldog Evergreen Edging Iron
An edging knife with a half moon blade made from best quality carbon steel. The blade is fitted to
an aluminium handle to make it light weight to use. Blade width 8” (204mm)

BDEEI1 - 1

£14.34 / £17.21 inc VAT

Bulldog Premier Stainless Steel Digging Fork
This superior grade traditional style fork is solid forged from one piece to give strength and
durability in the garden. Stainless steel prongs and shaft will not rust.

BDEEI1 - 1

£33.00 / £39.60 inc VAT

Bulldog All Metal Trench Fork
Top quality Contractor Grade. The tines on this trench fork are thicker than on a conventional fork.
Solid forged from one piece of steel, this fork has incredible strength as it incorporates no weld.

BDAMTF1 - 1

£27.77 / £33.32 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Cooper Pegler CP15 Classic
The original Classic Knapsack sprayer was first brought out in the 1960’s in conjunction with
ICI Plant protection. With a robust and durable design and no moving parts exposed to friction,
this sprayer to be well known for reliability. We still get these knapsacks in for service at over 50
years old.

CP15C15 - 15 litre

156.75 / £188.10 inc VAT

Cooper Pegler CP15 Series 2000
A modern, safe design, contains a piston pump with increased efficiency meaning more spraying
power for less pumping. With all working parts contained within the body of the tank and no
openings below the liquid level, risk of operator contamination is heavily reduced.

CP15S20 - 15 litre

£156.75 / £188.10 inc VAT

Cooper Pegler CP3 Classic
The original Classic Knapsack sprayer was first brought out in the 1960’s in conjunction with
ICI Plant protection. With a robust and durable design and no moving parts exposed to friction,
this sprayer to be well known for reliability. We still get these knapsacks in for service at over 50
years old.

CP3C20 - 20 litre

£164.28 / £197.14 inc VAT

Cooper Pegler CP3 Series 2000
A modern, safe design, contains a piston pump with increased efficiency meaning more spraying
power for less pumping. With all working parts contained within the body of the tank and no
openings below the liquid level, risk of operator contamination is heavily reduced.

CP3S220 - 20 litre

£164.28 / £197.14 inc VAT

Cooper Pegler CP15 Evolution Comfort
The diaphragm pump system ensures the longevity of the sprayer as well as precise protection
for your crops. All versions sold into the UK market are equipped with an ultra comfortable
padded harness complete with waist belt for improved weight distribution.

CP15E15 - 15 litre

£142.90 / £171.48 inc VAT

Cooper Pegler CP3 Evolution Comfort
The diaphragm pump system ensures the longevity of the sprayer as well as precise protection
for your crops. All versions sold into the UK market are equipped with an ultra comfortable
padded harness complete with waist belt for improved weight distribution.

CP3E20 - 20 litre

£148.96 /£178.75 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Cooper Pegler CP5 Maxipro
A professional compression sprayer which is excellent for garden use as well as being capable
of doing contractor type work. This sprayer comes with the Cooper Pegler trigger assembly as
standard; it is still the best operating valve on the market and also fits all the Cooper Pegler lance
tubes and accessories.

CP5MP5 - 5 litre

£66.96 / £80.35 inc VAT

Cooper Pegler CP8 Maxipro
A professional compression sprayer which is excellent for garden use as well as being capable
of doing contractor type work. This sprayer comes with the Cooper Pegler trigger assembly as
standard; it is still the best operating valve on the market and also fits all the Cooper Pegler lance
tubes and accessories.

CP8MP8 - 8 litre

£75.61 / £90.73 inc VAT

Berthoud Vermorel 2000 Pro Comfort
A unique concept, exceptional carrying comfort, high performance diaphragm and curvilinear
piston pump for quick pressurisation and low pumping frequency. Viton seals for use with
aggressive products.

BTV2016 - 16 litre

£159.12 / £190.94 inc VAT

Berthoud Cosmos 18 Pro Sprayer
A popular product for professionals, the reliable Cosmos 18 Pro offers comfort to improve user
working conditions, a high-performance pump up to 6 bars of pressure and a product mixer
integrated within the pump to homogenise the mixture

BTCMP18 - 18 litre

£78.90 / £94.68 inc VAT

Berthoud Electric Vermorel 3000
Berthoud’s latest innovation, the new Electric Vermorel 3000 sets the benchmark in the market
for electric sprayers. Some of the sprayer’s best features: Lightweight lithium Ion battery for long
life span – 6 hour uninterrupted spraying

BTV3018 - 18 litre

£447.77 / £537.32 inc VAT

Berthoud Vermorel 1800
A 16 litre knapsack sprayer built with the user in mind. It’s ergonomic back frame, which perfectly
fits the shape of your back and adjustable double shoulder straps make for a comfortable
spraying experience. The sprayer comes equipped with a 60 cm composite lance with high
mechanical and chemical resistance. Guarantee : 5 years.

BTV1816 - 16 litre

£128.00 / £153.60 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Berthoud Elyte 14 Pro Sprayer
Total reservoir capacity : 13.75 litres – Usable capacity : 8 litres
Braided hose 8 x 12 length 1.35
Professional PROFILE-type lance handle
0.5/1 m strong and chemically resistant composite telescopic lance
Multi-purpose, adjustable nozzle holder with integrated swirl plate
BTE14PR - 14 litre

£75.40 / £90.48 inc VAT

Berthoud Elyte 8 Pro Sprayer
Total reservoir capacity : 8.5 litres – Usable capacity : 6 litres
Braided hose 8 x 12 length 1.35
Professional PROFILE-type lance handle
0.5/1 m strong and chemically resistant composite telescopic lance
Multi-purpose, adjustable nozzle holder with integrated swirl plate

BTE8PRO - 8 litre

£59.77 / £71.72 inc VAT

Land-X Professional Garden Hose Pipe
Scratch resistant with anti-fog lens coating. Adjustable frame. Conforms to BS EN166:2001

LXHP050 - (½”) 13mm x 50m

£45.99 / £55.19 inc VAT

Land-X Hose Tap Connector
Land-X universal male tap connector with 2 threaded tap adaptors for ½” and ¾” threads, rubber
washers and rubber o-ring. Compatible with all 13mm (½”) diameter garden hose.

LXTCP13 - (½”) 13mm plastic

£1.10 / £1.32 inc VAT

Land-X Hose Connector
Land-X quick-fix female water stop connector. Integral hose guard and castle grip hose clamp.
Water stop valve for convenience. Female connection with 3 holding clips. Compatible with all
13mm (½”) diameter hose.

LLXHCP13 - (½”) 13mm plastic

£1.95 / £2.34 inc VAT

Land-X Hose Joiner
Land-X Hose joiner. 2 castle grip hose clamps, used to join two hoses together. Compatible with all
13mm (½”) diameter hose.

LXHJP13 - (½”) 13mm plastic

£1.25 / £1.50 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Spreading, Spraying & Watering
Land-X Hose Connector
Land-X Hose Connector ½” Brass female connector. Integral hose guard and castle grip hose
clamp. Female connection with 3 holding clips. Compatible with all 13mm (½”) diameter hose.

LXHCB13 - (½”) 13mm brass

£4.36 / £5.23 inc VAT

Land-X Hose Joiner
Solid brass compression fitting. Compatible with all 13mm (½”) diameter hose.

LXHJB13 - (½”) 13mm brass

£4.99 / £5.99 inc VAT

Land-X Hose Tap Connector
Durable glove with extra thermal insulation properties. Elasticated wrist for comfort.

LXTCB13 - (½”) 13mm brass

£4.99 / £5.99 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Tarpaulins & Damp Proof Membrane
Siteworx Multi-Purpose Tarpaulin
The Siteworx heavy duty tarpaulin provides all-weather protection for every project. These tough
tarpaulins are made of rot-proof woven polypropylene to withstand tearing. Non-rust aluminium
eyelets and reinforced rope edges give extra durability and strength.
SWMT02 - 2m x 3m

£2.41 / £2.89 inc VAT

SWMT03 - 3m x 4m

£4.84 / £5.81 inc VAT

SWMT04 - 4m x 5m

£8.11 / £9.73 inc VAT

SWMT05 - 5m x 8m

£16.25 / £19.50 inc VAT

SWMT06 - 6m x 10m

£24.38 / £29.26 inc VAT

SWMT07 - 7m x 11m

£31.31 / £37.57 inc VAT

SWMT10 - 10m x 10m

£40.52 / £48.62 inc VAT

SWMT09 - 9m x 14m

£51.08 / £61.30 inc VAT

Siteworx Heavy Duty Tarpaulin
The Siteworx heavy duty tarpaulin provides all-weather protection for every project. These tough
tarpaulins are made of rot-proof woven polypropylene to withstand tearing. Non-rust aluminium
eyelets and reinforced rope edges give extra durability and strength.
SWHT03 - 3m x 4m

£9.67 / £11.60 inc VAT

SWHT04 - 4m x 5m

£15.96 / £19.15 inc VAT

SWHT05 - 5m x 8m

£31.92 / £38.30 inc VAT

SWHT06 - 6m x 10m

£47.89 / £57.47 inc VAT

Siteworx DPM 1000g/250mu
Our damp proof membranes provide a BBA approved durable polythene for water ingress
prevention. Available in 1000g or 1200g in maxi rolls or mini packs.
SWD0134 - 3m x 4m - pack

£11.05 / £13.26 inc VAT

SWD0145 - 4m x 5m - pack

£18.12 / £21.74 inc VAT

SWD1425 - 4m x 25m - roll

£43.75 / £52.50 inc VAT

Siteworx DPM 1200g/300mu
Our damp proof membranes provide a BBA approved durable polythene for water ingress
prevention. Available in 1000g or 1200g in maxi rolls or mini packs.
SWD0234 - 3m x 4m - pack

£12.50 / £15.00 inc VAT

SWD0245 - 4m x 5m - pack

£20.55 / £24.66 inc VAT

SWD2425 - 4m x 25m - roll

£50.94 / £61.13 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Bulldog Premier Plastic Leaf Rake
A large plastic leaf rake is fitted with a light weight aluminium handle. Perfect for collecting large
volumes of leaves.

BDPLR1 - 1

£17.29 / £20.75 inc VAT

Bulldog Premier Springbok Lawn Rake
Used for scarifying lawns and removing unwanted growth. The tines are oil treated to give extra
strength.

BDPSLR1 - 1

£28.65 / £34.38 inc VAT

Bulldog Premier Junior Springbok Lawn Rake
Used for scarifying lawns and removing unwanted growth. The tines are oil treated to give extra
strength.

BDPJSLR - 1

£26.99 / £32.39 inc VAT

Bulldog Asphalt Rake
The tines on this rake are designed to allow the easy movement of asphalt into it’s required
position.

BDAR12 - 1

£22.20 / £26.64 inc VAT

Chelwood Steel Landscape Rake
The “Landscraper” – high tensile steel teeth landscaping rake complete with back edge for
grading and levelling. 70cm wide, 18 teeth with 4 cm gap between teeth. Complete with 180cm
handle. A seedbed can be made in a few minutes from rough clay soil. Also suitable for leaves,
grass, stone and sand.

CWSLR1 - 1

£38.99 / £46.79 inc VAT

Land-X Aluminium Landscaper’s Rake
This tough, lightweight aluminium rake has 18 straight tines on a 600mm head. Complete with ash
handle and back edge this landscape rake makes light work of any raking task.

LXALR6 / 1

£36.50 / £43.80 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Land-X Curved Tooth Polypropylene Landscape Rake
Wide 65cm head with 32 teeth, plus 16 transverse teeth that prevent raked leaves or grass
escaping over the top of the comb.

LXPLRC1 - 1

£19.99 / £23.99 inc VAT

Land-X Straight Tooth Polypropylene Landscape Rake
Tough and hard wearing – made from polypropylene. Due to the optimum combination of various
materials (fibreglass-reinforced handle socket, powder-coated steel fork, plastic comb) and the
robust double-armed construction, they have a whole range of advantages over metal or wooden
rakes:

LXPLRS1 - 1

£19.99 / £23.99 inc VAT

Land-X Plastic Leaf Rake 21 Tine
The wider, flatter flexible teeth make this rake ideal for smaller lawns where shorter finer grass
is maintained.

LXPLR21 - 1

£15.99 / £19.19 inc VAT

Land-X 2-in-1 Lawn & Leaf Rake
This clever design turns a standard lawn rake into a debris scoop for disposal of waste.

CWLLR1

£22.33 / £26.80 inc VAT

Trulute 28” Flip-Over Lute
The smaller size is ideal for general grading and levelling work, (whilst the larger sizes are used
to remove even the slightest undulations when used correctly). All models are supplied complete
with a handle ready to use. This Trulute is designed to tackle all turfcare maintenance work.
Constructed from heavy gauge steel angle-iron.

TLFOL28 - 1

£216.65 / £259.98 inc VAT

Trulute Super-Rub Levelling Lute
Levelling lutes for use on all fine turf areas. Ideal for spreading and levelling soil, sand or topdressing whilst removing stones and other debris at the same time. Supplied complete with a 72”
handle ready to use. This lute is designed to tackle all turfcare maintenance work.
TLLVL36 - Levelling Lute - 36”

£216.55 / £259.98 inc VAT

TLSRL48 - Super-Rub Lute - 48”

£249.50 / £299.40 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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OX Pro Tuck Pointer
Duragrip handle with finger protection, one piece high quality carbon steel blade, soft grip handle
for extreme comfort
OXPTP08 - 6¾” x ¼”/8mm

£8.92 / £10.70 inc VAT

OXPTP10 - 6¾” x ⅜”/10mm

£8.92 / £10.70 inc VAT

OXPTP12 - 6¾” x ½”/12mm

£8.92 / £10.70 inc VAT

OXPTP19 - 6¾” x ¾”/19mm

£9.81 / £11.77 inc VAT

OXPTP25 - 6¾” x 1″/25mm

£9.81 / £11.77 inc VAT

OX Pro Pointing Trowel - Philadelphia Pattern
Duragrip handle with finger protection for extreme comfort. High quality carbon steel.

OXPPTP4 - (4”) 102mm

£11.16 / £13.39 inc VAT

OXPPTP5 - (5”) 127mm

£11.16 / £13.39 inc VAT

OX Pro Brick Trowel – Philadelphia Pattern
Precision tapered ground blade for perfect balance and flexibility. Solid forged steel blade for
ultimate strength.
OXPBT10 - (10”) 250mm

£37.18 / £44.62 inc VAT

OXPBT11 - (11”) 280mm

£37.18 / £44.62 inc VAT

OX Pro Bucket Trowel Stainless Steel
Duragrip handle with finger protection for extreme comfort, high quality carbon steel, straight
welded shank.

OXPBT18 - (7”)180mm

£16.17 / £19.40 inc VAT

OX Pro Brick Joint Raker
Designed for clearing out mortar from brickwork prior to pointing. Strong aluminium handle,
contoured to fit the hand. Two hardwearing wheels and replaceable point.

OXPBJR1 - 1

£21.21 / £25.45 inc VAT

OX Pro Brick Jointer
For a professional finish to joints between bricks, hiqh quality steel and heavy duty design.

OXPBJ19 - (¾”)19mm – (⅞”) 22mm

£6.22 / £7.46 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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OX Pro Line Pins
Made from solid forged carbon steel for ultimate strength, taper ground point & edges – drives
easily into the wall, chrome plated for fine finish, extra wear resistance and rust prevention.

OXPLP12 - (6”)125mm – 2 pack

£6.71 / £8.05 inc VAT

OX Pro Nylon Brickline
Mason’s line made of tough twisted nylon, cyan colour for high visibility, very high quality durable
material

OXPNB10 - 105m - 350ft

£10.33 / £12.40 inc VAT

OX Pro Medium Edger
High grade stainless steel blade, riveted handle support, ouragrip handle for comfort.

OXPME10 - 100 x 180mm – 10mm

£20.49 / £24.59 inc VAT

OX Trade Brick Bolster
One piece forged steel for ultimate strength
OXTBB02 - (2.25”) 57mm

£7.27 / £8.72 inc VAT

OXTBB03 - (3”) 75mm

£7.43 / £8.92 inc VAT

OXTBB04 - (4”) 100mm

£8.92 / £10.70 inc VAT

OX Trade Brick Bolster c/w guard
One piece forged steel for ultimate strength
OXTBBG2 - (2.25”) 57mm

£8.62 / £10.34 inc VAT

OXTBBG3 - (3”) 75mm

£10.86 / £13.03 inc VAT

OXTBBG4 - (4”) 100mm

£12.33 / £14.80 inc VAT

OX Pro Open Reel Tape Measure
Professional 3:1 geared open reel tape, ergonomic soft grip handle and heavy duty casing, double
nylon coated fibreglass blade

OXPORT5 - 50m - 165ft

£54.89 / £65.87 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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OX Pro Closed Reel Tape Measure
Professional 3:1 geared closed reel 3m tape, shock & impact proof rubber casing, double nylon
coated fibreglass blade.

OXPCRT1 - 30m - 100ft

£37.18 / £44.62 inc VAT

OX Trade Tape Measure
Duragrip moulded rubber case, nylon coated steel blade, shock absorbing blade return bumper,
quick release bottom strip
OXTTM05 - 5m

£3.95 / £4.74 inc VAT

OXTTM08 - 8m

£5.78 / £6.94 inc VAT

OX Pro Heavy Duty Straight Knife Blades & Dispenser
General purpose heavy duty blades in dispenser, High quality carbon steel and extra flexible and
durable

OXPKB10 - 10 pack

£2.18 / £2.62 inc VAT

OX Trade Utility Knife – Retractable Blade
Tough metal construction with rubber grip handle

OXTUK10 - 1

£4.09 / £4.91 inc VAT

OX Pro Folding Knife – Fixed Blade
Very compact foldable design, blade storage in handle – complete with 2 blades, very fast blade
change, non-slip grip

OXPFKF1 - 1

£11.90 / £14.28 inc VAT

OX Trade Club Hammer 4lb Fibreglass Handle
Hardened high quality steel head, extremely strong fibreglass handle, comfortable TPR OX grip
handle

OXTCHF4 - 1

£17.69 / £21.23 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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OX Trade Sledge Hammer 10lb Fibreglass Handle
Hardened high quality steel head, extremely strong fibreglass handle, comfortable TPR OX grip
handle

OXTSH10 - 1

£37.18 / £44.62 inc VAT

OX Pro Claw Hammer
Non-slip grip handle with shock reduction, high quality steel for durability, precision balanced with
a curved claw, forged, one piece steel construction
OXPCH16 - 16oz

£30.50 / £36.60 inc VAT

OXPCH20 - 20oz

£31.99 / £38.39 inc VAT

OX Trade Heavy Duty Wrecking Bar
Forged high carbon steel for incredible strength

OXTWB60 - (24”) 600mm

£18.43 / £22.12 inc VAT

OX Trade Cold Chisel
One piece forged steel for ultimate strength
OXTC318 - 1 x 18” / 25 x 450mm

£11.90 / £14.28 inc VAT

OXTC106 - ½ x 6” / 13 x 150mm

£1.95 / £2.34 inc VAT

OXTC208 - ¾ x 8” / 20 x 200mm

£3.87 / £4.64 inc VAT

OXTC210 - ¾ x 10” / 20 x 250mm

£4.17 / £5.00 inc VAT

OXTC218 - ¾ x 18” / 20 x 450mm

£7.43 / £8.92 inc VAT

OX Trade Plugging Chisel
One piece forged steel for ultimate strength.

OXTPC06 - 6 x 230mm

£6.22 / £7.46 inc VAT

OX Pro Scutch Comb Holder
Heavy duty high carbon steel tempered for durability
OXPSH25 - (1”) 25mm - holder

£8.92 / £10.70 inc VAT

OXPSH38 - (1½”)38mm - holder

£10.94 / £13.13 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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OX Pro Scutch Combs
For surface preparation prior to rendering
OXPSC25 - (1”) 25mm - 4 pack - combs

£5.82 / £6.98 inc VAT

OXPSC38 - (1½”) 38mm - 4 pack combs

£5.18 / £6.22 inc VAT

OXPSC50 - (2”) 50mm - 4 pack - combs

£6.69 / £8.03 inc VAT

OX Trade Hard Lead Carpenter’s Pencil
11 Carpenters pencils with FREE sharpener included, comfort grip and easy to hold

OXTCP10 - 10 pack

£6.41 / £7.69 inc VAT

OX Pro Spirit Level
The strongest level EVER or your money back, unique dual view, silicone air cushioned handles,
shock proof end caps
OXPS060 - 600mm

£47.42 / £56.90 inc VAT

OXPS090 - 900mm

£58.58 / £70.30 inc VAT

OXPS120 - 1200mm

£64.12 / £76.94 inc VAT

OXPS180 - 1800mm

£91.47 / £109.76 inc VAT

0XPS200 - 2000mm

£126.96 / £152.35 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Millboard Enhanced Grain Decking
Millboard combines the natural beauty of real wood with the high performance of polyurethane,
a material widely recognized for its strength. Polyurethane is used in many industries where
durability and strength is required, eliminating the inevitable rotting, warping and deterioration of
natural wood. Millboard maintains a functional and highly attractive deck for years to come.
MDE176A - 32mm x 176mm x 3.6m - antique oak

£73.59 / £88.31 inc VAT

MDE176R - 32mm x 176mm x 3.6m - burnt cedar

£73.59 / £88.31 inc VAT

MDE176C - 32mm x 176mm x 3.6m - coppered oak

£68.07 / £81.68 inc VAT

MDE176D - 32mm x 176mm x 3.6m - smoked oak

£68.07 / £81.68 inc VAT

MDE176G - 32mm x 176mm x 3.6m - golden oak

£68.07 / £81.68 inc VAT

MDE176J - 32mm x 176mm x 3.6m - jarrah

£68.07 / £81.68 inc VAT

MDE176L - 32mm x 176mm x 3.6m - limed oak

£68.07 / £81.68 inc VAT

MDE176B - 32mm x 176mm x 3.6m - brushed basalt

£68.07 / £81.68 inc VAT

Millboard Weathered Oak Decking
Millboard combines the natural beauty of real wood with the high performance of polyurethane,
a material widely recognized for its strength. Polyurethane is used in many industries where
durability and strength is required, eliminating the inevitable rotting, warping and deterioration of
natural wood. Millboard maintains a functional and highly attractive deck for years to come.
MDW200D - 32mm x 200mm x 3.6m - driftwood

£80.04 / £96.05 inc VAT

MDW200R - 32mm x 200mm x 3.6m - embered

£86.50 / £103.80 inc VAT

MDW200V - 32mm x 200mm x 3.6m - vintage

£80.04 / £96.05 inc VAT

Millboard Lasta-Grip Decking
Millboard Lasta-Grip Decking ultra slip-resistant decking with integrated grip strips. Lasta-Grip in
the popular Coppered Oak shade provides a tasteful decking option for areas where the shades of
hardwood are desirable but visible anti-slip measures are required. The beautiful wood grain is still
clearly evident, and the textured strips provide reassurance that safety needs are catered for.
MDL200C - 32mm x 200mm x 3.6m - golden oak

£80.04 / £96.05 inc VAT

MDL200G - 32mm x 200mm x 3.6m - coppered oak

£80.04 / £96.05 inc VAT

Millboard Bullnose Board
Millboard combines the natural beauty of real wood with the high performance of polyurethane,
a material widely recognized for its strength. Polyurethane is used in many industries where
durability and strength is required, eliminating the inevitable rotting, warping and deterioration of
natural wood. Millboard maintains a functional and highly attractive deck for years to come.
MEBB150A - 32mm x 150mm x 3.2m - antique oak

£73.59 / £88.31 inc VAT

MEBB150R - 32mm x 150mm x 3.2m - embered/burnt cedar

£73.59 / £88.31 inc VAT

MEBB150B - 32mm x 150mm x 3.2m - brushed basalt

£68.07 / £81.68 inc VAT

MEBB150C - 32mm x 150mm x 3.2m - coppered oak

£68.07 / £81.68 inc VAT

MEBB150D - 32mm x 150mm x 3.2m - driftwood/smoked oak

£68.07 / £81.68 inc VAT

MEBB150G - 32mm x 150mm x 3.2m - golden oak

£68.07 / £81.68 inc VAT

MEBB150L - 32mm x 150mm x 3.2m - limed oak

£68.07 / £81.68 inc VAT

MEBB150V - 32mm x 150mm x 3.2m - vintage

£68.07 / £81.68 inc VAT

MEBB150J - 32mm x 150mm x 3.2m - jarrah

£68.07 / £81.68 inc VAT

Buy
ask about
our to
quantity
discounts.
Ask in
forbulk
our and
full save,
Millboard
brochure
see more
options.		
Samples also readily available.
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Millboard Fascia Board
Millboard combines the natural beauty of real wood with the high performance of polyurethane,
a material widely recognized for its strength. Polyurethane is used in many industries where
durability and strength is required, eliminating the inevitable rotting, warping and deterioration of
natural wood. Millboard maintains a functional and highly attractive deck for years to come.
MFN320A - 16mm x 146mm x 3.2m - antique oak

£54.95 / £65.94 inc VAT

MFN320R - 16mm x 146mm x 3.2m - embered/burnt cedar

£54.95 / £65.94 inc VAT

MFN320B - 16mm x 146mm x 3.2m - brushed basalt

£50.90 / £61.08 inc VAT

MFN320C - 16mm x 146mm x 3.2m - coppered oak

£50.90 / £61.08 inc VAT

MFN320D - 16mm x 146mm x 3.2m - driftwood/smoked oak

£50.90 / £61.08 inc VAT

MFN320G - 16mm x 146mm x 3.2m - golden oak

£50.90 / £61.08 inc VAT

MFN320J - 16mm x 146mm x 3.2m - jarrah

£50.90 / £61.08 inc VAT

MFN320L - 16mm x 146mm x 3.2m - limed oak

£50.90 / £61.08 inc VAT

MFN320V - 16mm x 146mm x 3.2m - vintage

£50.90 / £61.08 inc VAT

Millboard Flexible Edging
Millboard combines the natural beauty of real wood with the high performance of polyurethane,
a material widely recognized for its strength. Polyurethane is used in many industries where
durability and strength is required, eliminating the inevitable rotting, warping and deterioration of
natural wood. Millboard maintains a functional and highly attractive deck for years to come.
MEBF50A - 32mm x 50mm x 2.4m - antique oak

£56.15 / £67.38 inc VAT

MEBF50R - 32mm x 50mm x 2.4m - embered/burnt cedar

£56.15 / £67.38 inc VAT

MEBF50B - 32mm x 50mm x 2.4m - brushed basalt

£51.85 / £62.22 inc VAT

MEBF50C - 32mm x 50mm x 2.4m - coppered oak

£51.85 / £62.22 inc VAT

MEBF50D - 32mm x 50mm x 2.4m - driftwood/smoked oak

£51.85 / £62.22 inc VAT

MEBF50G - 32mm x 50mm x 2.4m - golden oak

£51.85 / £62.22 inc VAT

MEBF50L - 32mm x 50mm x 2.4m - limed oak

£51.85 / £62.22 inc VAT

MEBF50V - 32mm x 50mm x 2.4m - vintage

£51.85 / £62.22 inc VAT

MEBF50J - 32mm x 50mm x 2.4m - jarrah

£51.85 / £62.22 inc VAT

Millboard Square Edging
Millboard combines the natural beauty of real wood with the high performance of polyurethane,
a material widely recognized for its strength. Polyurethane is used in many industries where
durability and strength is required, eliminating the inevitable rotting, warping and deterioration of
natural wood. Millboard maintains a functional and highly attractive deck for years to come.
MEUN32A - 32mm x 50mm x 3.2m - antique oak

£48.27 / £57.92 inc VAT

MEUN32R - 32mm x 50mm x 3.2m - embered/burnt cedar

£48.27 / £57.92 inc VAT

MEUN32B - 32mm x 50mm x 3.2m - brushed basalt

£44.68 / £53.62 inc VAT

MEUN32C - 32mm x 50mm x 3.2m - coppered oak

£44.68 / £53.62 inc VAT

MEUN32D - 32mm x 50mm x 3.2m - driftwood/smoked oak

£44.68 / £53.62 inc VAT

MEUN32G - 32mm x 50mm x 3.2m - golden oak

£44.68 / £53.62 inc VAT

MEUN32L - 32mm x 50mm x 3.2m - limed oak

£44.68 / £53.62 inc VAT

MEUN32V - 32mm x 50mm x 3.2m - vintage

£44.68 / £53.62 inc VAT

MEUN32J - 32mm x 50mm x 3.2m - jarrah

£44.68 / £53.62 inc VAT

Buy
ask about
our quantity
discounts.
Ask in
forbulk
ourand
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Millboard
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options.		
Samples also readily available.
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Millboard Durafix Trimhead Decking Screw
The Durafix fixings can be used in two ways: through the face of the boards, or through the side of
the boards. DuoFix provides a quick and easy fixing solution, leaving a clean, hidden fixing finish.
FT45P250 - 45mm - 250 pack

£32.25 / £38.70 inc VAT

FT60P250 - 60mm - 250 pack

£34.63 / £41.56 inc VAT

Millboard Durafix Fascia Screw
The Durafix fixings can be used in two ways: through the face of the boards, or through the side
of the boards. DuoFix provides a quick and easy fixing solution, leaving a clean, hidden fixing finish.
When fixing through the face of the boards there’s no need to pre-drill, countersink or use clip
fixings, simply fix the boards in accordance with our installation guide.
FT35P100 - 35mm 100 pack

£13.15 / £15.78 inc VAT

Millboard Sub Frame Hexhead Screw
Millboard subframe screw fixings make installing Millboard Plas-Pro subframes simple. With just
a pre-drilled hole required, these heavy-duty coated hex flange head screws have a type 17 ‘gash’
point to reduce drive torque. A drive bit is included in every box of screws. They are also suitable
for timber subframe systems.
FTH90P050 - 90mm - 50 pack

£11.46 / £13.75 inc VAT

Millboard DuoFix Side-Fixing Guide Kit
This innovative tool provides a quick and easy solution to fix the boards from the side, resulting in
a clean, hidden fixing finish, keeping the face of the board clear of screw holes. This quality gives a
clean look, even when used with lighter coloured boards.

FPFGK - 1

£46.58 / £55.90 inc VAT

Millboard Touch Up Paint
Perfect for blending in cut ends, our touch-up coating is supplied in 500ml tins and in a range of
eight colours to match your choice of Millboard decking.
AP500A - 500ml - antique oak

£18.15 / £21.78 inc VAT

AP500R - 500ml - embered/burnt cedar

£18.15 / £21.78 inc VAT

AP500B - 500ml - brushed basalt

£16.72 / £20.06 inc VAT

AP500C - 500ml - coppered oak

£16.72 / £20.06 inc VAT

AP500D - 500ml - driftwood/smoked oak

£16.72 / £20.06 inc VAT

AP500G - 500ml - golden oak

£16.72 / £20.06 inc VAT

AP500J - 500ml - jarrah

£16.72 / £20.06 inc VAT

AP500L - 500ml - limed oak

£16.72 / £20.06 inc VAT

AP500V - 500ml - vintage

£16.72 / £20.06 inc VAT

Millboard Multi Spacer
The robust Millboard Multi-spacer is specifically designed to enable the fixing of Millboard decking
both quicker and more accurately. At the same time, ‘The Millboard Multi-spacer’ allows accurate
spacing of any of the four most popular board spacings, using just the one spacer Tool.
FP36P010 - 10 pack

£19.11 / £22.93 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Plas-Pro Sub Frame
Plas-Pro is Millboard’s premium 100% recycled subframe material and can be used alone or as
part of our new DuoSpan landscaping subframe system. This all-weather, durable and flexible
material is a practical alternative to timber and is perfectly suited to spaces exposed to damp,
such as jetties, pools, roof terraces and boardwalks.
P0210B30 - 25 x 100mm

£24.07 /£28.88 inc VAT

P0505B24 - 50 x 50mm

£11.70 / £14.04 inc VAT

P0603H28 - 60 x 30mm

£11.70 / £14.04 inc VAT

P1010B30 - 100 x 100mm

£60.91 / £73.09 inc VAT

P1205B30 - 125 x 50mm

£40.60 / £48.72 inc VAT

MaxDeck Signature Capped Decking Board
Signature capped wood-polymer composite (WPC) decking boards have a timeless wood-grain
appearance, for the look of wood without any of the downsides of timber decking. Engineered
with plastic cap, Signature boards boast the maximum possible durability, with protection from
expansion, fading and staining. Signature boards are reversible – Teak is paired with Mahogany.

SCCDTK3 - 22mm x 142mm x 3m - teak

£29.03 / £34.84 inc VAT

SCCDTK3 - 22mm x 142mm x 3m - mahogany

£29.03 / £34.84 inc VAT

SCCDTK3 - 22mm x 142mm x 3m - ebony

£29.03 / £34.84 inc VAT

SCCDTK3 - 22mm x 142mm x 3m - silver birch

£29.03 / £34.84 inc VAT

MaxDeck Signature Capped Bullnose Board
Signature capped wood-polymer composite (WPC) bullnose boards have a timeless wood-grain
appearance, for the look of wood without any of the downsides of timber decking. Engineered
with plastic cap, Signature boards boast the maximum possible durability, with protection from
expansion, fading and staining.
SCCBSB3 - 22mm x 144mm x 3m - teak

£36.26 / £43.51 inc VAT

SCCBSB3 - 22mm x 144mm x 3m - mahogany

£36.26 / £43.51 inc VAT

SCCBSB3 - 22mm x 144mm x 3m - ebony

£36.26 / £43.51 inc VAT

SCCBSB3 - 22mm x 144mm x 3m - silver birch

£36.26 / £43.51 inc VAT

Maxdeck Signature Decking Plastic T-Clip
Plastic T-Clip for fixing down decking to joists. Use screw code: SCCDST38 with these clips.

SCCDTC1 - 250 pack

£27.71 / £33.25 inc VAT

MaxDeck Signature Decking Screw
Stainless steel, CSK head self-drilling, pilot-point screw. A4 (316), square drive, No.1 head in matt
black finish. For use with T-Clips code: SCCDTC1, on aluminium sub frame

SCCDST38 - 38mm - 250 pack

£44.96 / £53.95 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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MaxDeck Signature Capped Corner Profile
Signature capped wood-polymer composite (WPC) bullnose boards have a timeless wood-grain
appearance, for the look of wood without any of the downsides of timber decking. Engineered
with plastic cap, Signature boards boast the maximum possible durability, with protection from
expansion, fading and staining.
SCCCTK3 - 50mm x 50mm x 3m - teak

£15.54 / £18.65 inc VAT

SCCCTK3 - 50mm x 50mm x 3m - mahogany

£15.54 / £18.65 inc VAT

SCCCTK3 - 50mm x 50mm x 3m - ebony

£15.54 / £18.65 inc VAT

SCCCTK3 - 50mm x 50mm x 3m - silver birch

£15.54 / £18.65 inc VAT

MaxDeck Signature Decking Stainless Steel Screw
Stainless steel, CSK head self-drilling screw with square head .For use with Starter/End Clips
code: SCCDSC1, on aluminium sub frame.
SCCDST19 - 19mm - 200 pack

£20.42 / £24.50 inc VAT

SCCDST38 - 38mm - 250 pack

£44.96 / £53.95 inc VAT

MaxDeck Classic Composite Decking Board
Classic wood-polymer composite (WPC) Decking Boards have a contemporary, grooved
appearance, for that quintessential composite look. Boards are reversible, offering greater design
possibilities, with a narrow or wide groove choice.

CCDBSL3 - 25mm x 150mm x 3m - slate

£22.70 / £27.24 inc VAT

CCDBSL3 - 25mm x 150mm x 3m - chocolate

£22.70 / £27.24 inc VAT

CCDBSL3 - 25mm x 150mm x 3m - charcoal

£22.70 / £27.24 inc VAT

CCDBSL3 - 25mm x 150mm x 3m - sand

£22.70 / £27.24 inc VAT

MaxDeck Classic Composite Decking Edge Trim
Classic composite decking edge trims provide a neat and easy way to cap off board ends and step
treads.

CCDESL3 - 54mm x 40mm x 3m - slate

£11.39 / £13.67 inc VAT

CCDESL3 - 54mm x 40mm x 3m - chocolate

£11.39 / £13.67 inc VAT

CCDESL3 - 54mm x 40mm x 3m - charcoal

£11.39 / £13.67 inc VAT

CCDESL3 - 54mm x 40mm x 3m - sand

£11.39 / £13.67 inc VAT

Triton WPC Decking Sub Frame
The subframe is so important despite being a piece of the deck that isn’t visible. To provide the
structure to your composite decking use the subframe between the ground and decking boards.
This accessory boasts all WPC Decking qualities.

TCDSF05 - 30mm x 40mm x 5m

£23.88 / £28.66 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Triton WPC Step Board
The subframe is so important despite being a piece of the deck that isn’t visible. To provide the
structure to your composite decking use the subframe between the ground and decking boards.
This accessory boasts all WPC Decking qualities.
TCDSBL3 - 50mm x 140mm x 3m - black

£37.19 / £44.63 inc VAT

TCDSBR3 - 50mm x 140mm x 3m - brown

£37.19 / £44.63 inc VAT

TCDSGR3 - 50mm x 140mm x 3m - grey

£37.19 / £44.63 inc VAT

TCDSNT3 - 50mm x 140mm x 3m - natural

£37.19 / £44.63 inc VAT

TCDSTK3 - 50mm x 140mm x 3m - teak

£37.19 / £44.63 inc VAT

Triton Black WPC Decking Board
Triton WPC Decking range features a double-faced option. Double Faced WPC Decking boasts
both a realistic woodgrain and grooved option to one board and a unique composition to replicate
wood without the maintenance and hazards of the traditional timber deck. It’s designed to be
maintenance-free, safe, easy to install, and environmentally friendly.
TCDBBL3 - 25mm x 148mm x 3m

£22.22 / £26.66 inc VAT

TCDBBL5 - 25mm x 148mm x 5m

£37.03 / £44.44 inc VAT

Triton Brown WPC Decking Board
Triton WPC Decking range features a double-faced option. Double Faced WPC Decking boasts
both a realistic woodgrain and grooved option to one board and a unique composition to replicate
wood without the maintenance and hazards of the traditional timber deck. It’s designed to be
maintenance-free, safe, easy to install, and environmentally friendly.
TCDBBR3 - 25mm x 148mm x 3m

£22.22 / £26.66 inc VAT

TCDBBR5 - 25mm x 148mm x 5m

£37.03 / £44.44 inc VAT

Triton Grey WPC Decking Board
Triton WPC Decking range features a double-faced option. Double Faced WPC Decking boasts
both a realistic woodgrain and grooved option to one board and a unique composition to replicate
wood without the maintenance and hazards of the traditional timber deck. It’s designed to be
maintenance-free, safe, easy to install, and environmentally friendly.
TCDBGR3 - 25mm x 148mm x 3.6m

£26.66 / £31.99 inc VAT

TCDBGR5 - 25mm x 148mm x 5m

£37.03 / £44.44 inc VAT

Triton Natural WPC Decking Board
Triton WPC Decking range features a double-faced option. Double Faced WPC Decking boasts
both a realistic woodgrain and grooved option to one board and a unique composition to replicate
wood without the maintenance and hazards of the traditional timber deck. It’s designed to be
maintenance-free, safe, easy to install, and environmentally friendly.
TCDBNT3 - 25mm x 148mm x 3m

£22.22 / £26.66 inc VAT

TCDBNT5 - 25mm x 148mm x 5m

£37.03 / £44.44 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Triton Teak WPC Decking Board
Triton WPC Decking range features a double-faced option. Double Faced WPC Decking boasts
both a realistic woodgrain and grooved option to one board and a unique composition to replicate
wood without the maintenance and hazards of the traditional timber deck. It’s designed to be
maintenance-free, safe, easy to install, and environmentally friendly.
TCDBTK3 - 25mm x 148mm x 3m

£22.22 / £26.66 inc VAT

TCDBTK5 - 25mm x 148mm x 5m

£37.03 / £44.44 inc VAT

Triton Black Angle Trim
Accompanying our Triton WPC Decking range, the angle trim is perfect for finishing all decking
edges to a professional level whilst avoiding the side profile of composite deck boards showing.
TCDTBL3 - 40mm x 40mm x 3m

£14.87 / £17.84 inc VAT

TCDTBL5 - 40mm x 40mm x 5m

£24.07 / £28.88 inc VAT

Triton Brown Angle Trim
Accompanying our Triton WPC Decking range, the angle trim is perfect for finishing all decking
edges to a professional level whilst avoiding the side profile of composite deck boards showing.
TCDTBR3 - 40mm x 40mm x 3m

£14.87 / £17.84 inc VAT

TCDTBR3 - 40mm x 40mm x 5m

£24.07 / £28.88 inc VAT

Triton Grey Angle Trim
Accompanying our Triton WPC Decking range, the angle trim is perfect for finishing all decking
edges to a professional level whilst avoiding the side profile of composite deck boards showing.
TCDTGR3 - 40mm x 40mm x 3m

£14.87 / £17.84 inc VAT

TCDTGR5 - 40mm x 40mm x 5m

£24.07 / £28.88 inc VAT

Triton Natural Angle Trim
Accompanying our Triton WPC Decking range, the angle trim is perfect for finishing all decking
edges to a professional level whilst avoiding the side profile of composite deck boards showing.
TCDTNT3 - 40mm x 40mm x 3m

£14.87 / £17.84 inc VAT

TCDTNT5 - 40mm x 40mm x 5m

£24.07 / £28.88 inc VAT

Triton Teak Angle Trim
Accompanying our Triton WPC Decking range, the angle trim is perfect for finishing all decking
edges to a professional level whilst avoiding the side profile of composite deck boards showing.
TCDTTK3 - 40mm x 40mm x 3m

£14.87 / £17.84 inc VAT

TCDTTK5 - 40mm x 40mm x 5m

£24.07 / £28.88 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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Triton Starter Clip
Stainless Steel Starter Clips, available in packs of 20. One clip is required every 400mm.

TCDSC27 - 20 pack

£9.92 / £11.90 inc VAT

Triton PVC Deck Fixing Clip
Triton PVC Deck Fixing Clips, provide an effective fixing system that allows deck boards to be
removed easily without uninstalling the complete deck. We recommend using 15 clips per 5m
Deck Board and 9 clips per 3m Deck Board. Supplied with a stainless steel screw in packs of 100.

TCDFC31 - 100 pack

£30.00 / £36.00 inc VAT

Triton Intermediate Clip
Triton Stainless Steel Intermediate Clips, provide a hidden fixing system with a 4mm gap between
boards. We recommend using 13 clips per 5m Deck Board and 8 clips per 3m Deck Board.
Supplied with a stainless steel screw in packs of 100.

TCDIC36 - 100 pack

£35.71 / £42.85 inc VAT

DuoLift Acoustic Separation Pads
The DuoLift® joist pedestal system was designed to make installation significantly easier and
to ensure successful outcomes. Providing substantial height flexibility within four stackable
components, DuoLift® removes the common problem of having to order varying height pedestals
for a single area. Height-adjustable from 15mm, DuoLift™ makes accurate height-setting easy, and
is self-levelling from 35mm upwards.
PMAP010 - 3mm x 250mm x 250mm

£10.51 / £12.61 inc VAT

DuoLift Risers
The DuoLift® joist pedestal system was designed to make installation significantly easier and
to ensure successful outcomes. Providing substantial height flexibility within four stackable
components, DuoLift® removes the common problem of having to order varying height pedestals
for a single area. Height-adjustable from 15mm, DuoLift™ makes accurate height-setting easy, and
is self-levelling from 35mm upwards.
PMRP010 - 45mm - 10 risers

£17.44 / £20.93 inc VAT

DuoLift Self Levelling Joint Set
The DuoLift® joist pedestal system was designed to make installation significantly easier and
to ensure successful outcomes. Providing substantial height flexibility within four stackable
components, DuoLift® removes the common problem of having to order varying height pedestals
for a single area. Height-adjustable from 15mm, DuoLift™ makes accurate height-setting easy, and
is self-levelling from 35mm upwards.
PMLP010 - 20mm - 10 joints

£18.15 / £21.78 inc VAT

DuoLift Joist Cradle Set
The DuoLift® joist pedestal system was designed to make installation significantly easier and
to ensure successful outcomes. Providing substantial height flexibility within four stackable
components, DuoLift® removes the common problem of having to order varying height pedestals
for a single area. Height-adjustable from 15mm, DuoLift™ makes accurate height-setting easy, and
is self-levelling from 35mm upwards.
PMCP010 - 15mm-60mm - 10 cradles

£26.75 / £32.10 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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DuoLift Feet
The DuoLift® joist pedestal system was designed to make installation significantly easier and
to ensure successful outcomes. Providing substantial height flexibility within four stackable
components, DuoLift® removes the common problem of having to order varying height pedestals
for a single area. Height-adjustable from 15mm, DuoLift™ makes accurate height-setting easy, and
is self-levelling from 35mm upwards.
PMFP010 - 45mm - 10 feet

£39.17 / £47.00 inc VAT

DuoSpan DuoKit
Since the launch of DuoSpan and DuoLift, Millboard has looked at how to make installation of
our new subframe system as easy as possible. DuoKit gives you peace of mind that you’ll have
everything to hand that you need to assemble your subframe. DuoKit is designed to be used on
residential applications due to the joist centres and spans. For commercial applications, you
should follow the guidance in our DuoSpan and DuoLift installation guide below.
KK1236 - 1.2m x 3.6m

£466.95 / £560.34 inc VAT

KK1836 - 1.8m x 3.6m

£606.68 / £728.02 inc VAT

KK2424 - 2.4m x 2.4m

£653.25 / £783.90 inc VAT

KK3636 - 3.6m x 3.6m

£933.90 / £1,120.68 inc VAT

KK5436 - 5.4m x 3.6m

£1,402.05 / £1,682.46 inc VAT

DuoSpan Bracket Set
DuoSpan® combines the strength of aluminium with the design flexibility of recycled plastic.
This achieves a system that provides exceptional ease of installation, enormous strength and
durability, and the scope to construct stunning decks and structures that would be impossible
with conventional subframes.
K51RP010 - 51mm – 90° -10 brackets

£30.33 / £36.40 inc VAT

K99RP010 - 99mm - 90° -10 brackets

£30.33 / £36.40 inc VAT

DuoSpan Flexible Bracket Set
DuoSpan® combines the strength of aluminium with the design flexibility of recycled plastic.
This achieves a system that provides exceptional ease of installation, enormous strength and
durability, and the scope to construct stunning decks and structures that would be impossible
with conventional subframes.

K51FP010 - 51mm - 10 brackets

£30.33 / £36.40 inc VAT

K99FP010 - 99mm - 10 brackets

£30.33 / £36.40 inc VAT

DuoSpan Straight Connector Set
DuoSpan® combines the strength of aluminium with the design flexibility of recycled plastic.
This achieves a system that provides exceptional ease of installation, enormous strength and
durability, and the scope to construct stunning decks and structures that would be impossible
with conventional subframes.

K51LP010 - 51mm - 10 brackets

£30.33 / £36.40 inc VAT

K99LP010 - 99mm - 10 brackets

£30.33 / £36.40 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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DuoSpan Hold Down Clip
DuoSpan® combines the strength of aluminium with the design flexibility of recycled plastic.
This achieves a system that provides exceptional ease of installation, enormous strength and
durability, and the scope to construct stunning decks and structures that would be impossible
with conventional subframes.

K48CP030 - 51mm – 90° - 30 clips

£38.22 / £45.86 inc VAT

DuoSpan Aluminium Joist
DuoSpan® combines the strength of aluminium with the design flexibility of recycled plastic.
This achieves a system that provides exceptional ease of installation, enormous strength and
durability, and the scope to construct stunning decks and structures that would be impossible
with conventional subframes.

K9968J360 - 68mm x 99mm x 3.6m

£49.20 / £59.04 inc VAT

DuoSpan Aluminium Beam
DuoSpan® combines the strength of aluminium with the design flexibility of recycled plastic.
This achieves a system that provides exceptional ease of installation, enormous strength and
durability, and the scope to construct stunning decks and structures that would be impossible
with conventional subframes.
K1363B360 - 63mm x 136mm x 3.6m

£70.70 / £84.84 inc VAT

K5168J360 - 68mm x 51mm x 3.6m

£32.24 / £38.69 inc VAT

DuoSpan Joist Insert
DuoSpan® combines the strength of aluminium with the design flexibility of recycled plastic.
This achieves a system that provides exceptional ease of installation, enormous strength and
durability, and the scope to construct stunning decks and structures that would be impossible
with conventional subframes.

K2554B240 - 54mm x 25mm x 2.4m

£9.08 / £10.90 inc VAT

DuoSpan Plas-Pro to DuoSpan Screws
DuoSpan® combines the strength of aluminium with the design flexibility of recycled plastic.
This achieves a system that provides exceptional ease of installation, enormous strength and
durability, and the scope to construct stunning decks and structures that would be impossible
with conventional subframes.

FD50P100 - 5mm x 50mm - 100 screws

£13.85 / £16.62 inc VAT

DuoSpan Bracket to Plas-Pro Screws
DuoSpan® combines the strength of aluminium with the design flexibility of recycled plastic.
This achieves a system that provides exceptional ease of installation, enormous strength and
durability, and the scope to construct stunning decks and structures that would be impossible
with conventional subframes.

FD25P100 - 5mm x 25mm - 100 screws

£17.44 / £20.93 inc VAT

Buy in bulk and save, ask about our quantity discounts.		
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